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High-energy Si implantation into silicon creates a net defect distribution that is 

characterized by an excess of interstitials near the projected range and a simultaneous 

excess of vacancies closer to the surface. This defect distribution is due to the spatial 

separation between the distributions of interstitials and vacancies created by the forward 

momentum transferred from the implanted ion to the lattice atom. This dissertation 

investigates the evolution of the near-surface vacancy excess in MeV Si-implanted 

silicon, both during implantation and post-implant annealing. Although previous 

investigation have identified a vacancy excess in MeV-implanted silicon, the 

investigations presented in this dissertation are unique in that they are designed to 

correlate the free-vacancy supersaturation with the vacancies in clusters. Free-vacancy 

(and interstitial) supersaturations were measured with Sb (B) dopant diffusion markers. 

Vacancies in clusters were profiled by Au labeling; a new technique based on the 

observations that Au atoms trap in the presence of open-volume defects. The experiments 

described in this dissertation are also unique in that they were designed to isolate the deep 

interstitial excess from interacting with the much shallower vacancy excess during post-

implant thermal processing. 

Three stages of vacancy evolution in the near surface region (~lum) of MeV Si 

implanted silicon were identified. The first stage occurs during implantation, when large 



concentrations of interstitials and vacancies, created by the implanted ion, interact with 

the dopant atoms resulting in a radiation enhanced diffusion of the dopants. The second 

stage occurs during post-implant annealing, in which a large vacancy supersaturation 

dominates the near-surface region of MeV Si-implanted silicon. The third stage of defect 

evolution is the formation of stable clusters of vacancies. Clusters of vacancies form in 

the large vacancy supersaturation that occurs during post-implant annealing. It was found 

that these clusters form at low temperatures (<700°C) and are stable to high temperatures 

(>700°C). A low formation energy of ~0.3 ± 0.3 eV and a large binding energy of ~3.63 

+ 0.3 eV were estimated from these measurements. 
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CHAPTER 1 

GENERAL INTRODUCTION 

The evolution of crystalline defects in solids is a classical field of study in 

material physics, motivated by fundamental and technical reasons. Driven by the silicon-

based integrated circuit industry, defects in crystalline silicon have been studied for over 

thirty years [Fahey 89]. Building on the years of research in silicon, this dissertation 

attempts to deepen the understanding of defect physics by focusing on the creation and 

evolution of a vacancy supersaturation in high-energy, Si-implanted silicon. 

In crystalline silicon there are two native point defects, the silicon interstitial and 

the vacancy [Fahey 89]. The silicon interstitial (referred to as the interstitial (I) from this 

point on) is an extra silicon atom in the lattice on a non-substitutional position (Fig. 1.1 a) 

while the vacancy (V) is a missing lattice atom (Fig. 1.1b). With migration energies on the 

order of ~leV [Zimmermann 92, Jacob 97, Zhu 96, Bracht 95, Gilmer 95] for interstitials 

and ~0.4eV for vacancies [Gilmer 95], these defects are very mobile (even at low 

temperatures) and can take part in many interactions. For instance, vacancies and 

interstitials can annihilate individually at surfaces or simultaneously when they are in 

close proximity by interstitial-vacancy (I-V) recombination, Fig. 1.1c. Alternatively, 

interstitials can pair with other interstitials and form a defect cluster, or an extended 

defect (Fig. 1.Id). Examples of interstitial-type extended defects are dislocation loops and 
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Figure 1.1 Schematic of silicon illustrating (a) a silicon interstitial, (b) a 
vacancy, (c) interstitial-vacancy recombination, (d) interstitial clustering, 
(e) vacancy clustering, (f) B diffusion, and (g) Sb diffusion. 

extrinsic stacking faults [Hu 74, Jones 88]. Similarly, vacancies can cluster into open-

volume defects, such as voids in silicon (Fig.l.le) [Plekhanov 98, Yamagishi 92, 

Hastings 97, Chadi 88]. These extended defects, whether interstitial- or vacancy-type, 

grow by capturing like defects and shrink by capturing the opposite type of defects. The 

dissolution of extended defects also occurs by defect emission, for example the release of 

vacancies from voids or interstitials from dislocation loops. Interstitials and the vacancies 

can also interact with impurity atoms in silicon. For instance, a B atom occupying a 

silicon lattice site diffuses by interacting with interstitials (Fig. 1.If) [Tan 85, Fahey 89, 

Gossmann 97], while a substitutional Sb atom, on the other hand, diffuses by interacting 

with vacancies (Fig.l.lg) [Tan 85, Fahey 89, Gossmann 97]. 



The probability of defect recombination, clustering, and assisted impurity 

diffusion is dependent on many factors, such as capture cross sections, defect-defect and 

impurity-defect binding energies and migration energies, and on the concentration of 

defects. The goal of most defect studies is to quantify these values. However, since native 

point defects exist in relatively low concentrations in silicon, shown in Fig. 1.2, it is 

difficult to observe and quantify defect interactions. 

There are many processes used in the fabrication of integrated circuits, such as ion 

implantation, that create large concentrations of these defects [Olander 76]. Because of its 

precise control of impurity profiles, ion implantation has been the major method of 

doping silicon to tailor its electrical behavior for over 25 years [Chason 97]. However, 

associated with ion implantation is the creation of lattice damage in the form of point 

defects. Hundreds to thousands of interstitial-vacancy pairs are created as each implanted 

ion collides with and displaces lattice atoms as it slows down and comes to rest. For the 

most part, the majority of these defects anneal out, via I-V recombination, during post-

implant thermal processing. However, a small percentage of the initial damage remains 

after the majority of the interstitial and vacancy pairs have recombined. The form of this 

net-excess damage is clusters of defect, where the cluster type and depth distribution is 

dependent on implant conditions, such as ion energy, mass, dose, and substrate 

temperature. For instance, implantation into silicon at high-energies (MeV) produces 

clusters of vacancies in a region that is close to the surface (typically within a micron) 

and clusters of interstitials much deeper, near the projected range of the implanted ions, 
Rp 
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Figure 1.2 Estimate of the equilibrium vacancy (Cv*) and Interstitial 
concentrations (Q*) in silicon as a function of temperature [Tan 85]. 

[Holland 93, 96, Zhou]. This net defect distribution is due to the forward momentum 

transferred to the lattice atom by the high-energy ion during collisions, which results in 

slightly more interstitials than vacancies near the Rp of the MeV implant and slightly 

more vacancies than interstitials much shallower, near the surface. During post-implant 

annealing, the interstitials and vacancies that overlap recombine (annihilate) and the 

excess defects form clusters. Ion implantation simulations, based on the binary collision 

approximation [Ziegler 85], predict that implanting silicon with 2-MeV Si ions, to a dose 

of 1016atoms/cm2, results in an excess of 1019 vacancies/cm3 in a region that extends from 

the surface to a depth of ~1500-nm (where Rp ~1900 nm). This vacancy concentration is 

at least 6 orders of magnitude larger than the equilibrium concentration (Cv*) of 

vacancies at typical annealing temperature (~1013/cm3 at 700°C) [Tan 85]. As will be 



discussed in chapter 2, for most other implant conditions ion implantation results in a 

large interstitial excesses. Therefore, implantation into silicon with high-energy (MeV) 

ions offers a unique opportunity to study the evolution of large excess vacancy 

concentrations to learn about vacancy-mediated processes and vacancy-vacancy 

interactions, i.e. clustering. 

There have been several investigations that focus on the defect formation and 

interactions in high-energy ion implanted silicon. For instance, large concentrations of 

divacancies (V-V) and vacancy-oxygen (V-O) pairs have been identified in MeV Si-ion 

implanted silicon by deep level transient spectroscopy (DLTS) [Svensson 95, Hallen 95, 

Libertino 97, Lalita 95]. Eaglesham, et al., have demonstrated that annealing silicon 

implanted with 2-MeV-Si ions results in a large enhancement of Sb diffusion [Eaglesham 

97]. Sb diffuses through interaction with vacancies in silicon, Fig.l.lg, therefore an 

enhanced Sb diffusion reflects an enhancement in the free-vacancy concentration. In 

addition, open-volume defects, presumably clusters of vacancies, have been identified in 

high-energy Si- and O-ion implanted silicon using positron annihilation spectroscopy 

(PAS) [Nielson 93, Holland 96b, Roth 97, Goldberg 95, Brown 98]. Sealy, et al., [Sealy 

93], with the use of electron paramagnetic resonance (EPR), have studied the formation 

of clusters of vacancies in 2-MeV Si- and 3-MeV Au-implanted silicon during post-

implant annealing. Those authors demonstrated that neutral four-vacancy centers form 

after implantation and anneal out above 200°C, where they are replaced by five-vacancy 

centers, which finally anneal out between 500 and 600°C. 



Suppressed formation of interstitial-type clusters (dislocation loops and {311}-

defects} during annealing of low-energy ion implanted silicon (tens of keV) has been 

observed when a high-energy implant has been superimposed prior to annealing [Zhao 

94, 95, 96, Lu 89, Wang 92, Eaglesham 97]. Similarly, many investigations have 

observed a reduction in the enhanced diffusion of B when high-energy Si ions are 

implanted prior to annealing [Raineri 91, Larsen 96, Roth 97]. The observed reduction in 

enhanced B diffusion and suppressed formation of interstitial-type clusters in high-energy 

ion-implanted silicon indicate a reduction in excess interstitials. 

Although vacancy supersaturations in high-energy ion implanted silicon have 

been reported by several investigators, many questions still remain about the evolution of 

these excess vacancies. For instance, in the paper by Eaglesham, et al., [Eaglesham 97] a 

comparable B and Sb diffusivity enhancement was reported after annealing 2-MeV Si 

implanted silicon. B diffusion is mediated by interaction with interstitials, therefore the 

similar diffusivity enhancements of both B and Sb were attributed to a simultaneous 

supersaturation of interstitials and vacancies, respectively. However, in that same study a 

suppressed formation of {311}-defects (interstitial clusters) was also observed in the 

MeV implanted silicon, which is more consistent with the presence of only excess 

vacancies. In addition, simulations predict an excess of vacancies over interstitials in the 

near-surface region of MeV-implanted silicon [Larsen 96, Holland, Roth 97], which is 

verified by the presence of open-volume defects (clusters of vacancies) in many 

experiments [Nielson 93, Holland 96b, Roth 97, Goldberg 95, Brown 98]. Therefore the 

source of the enhanced B diffusion in that experiment is unclear. 



The investigations of the thermal evolution of clusters of vacancies have been 

carried out in the presence of the large interstitial supersaturation that forms near Rp of 

the MeV implant. This interstitial supersaturation has been extensively studied and shown 

to evolve into a network of interstitial-type dislocation loops that emit interstitials during 

post-implant annealing [Tamura 87]. In addition, Goldberg, et al, [Goldberg 95] have 

demonstrated that the open-volume defects detected by PAS in 0.5-MeV Si-implanted 

silicon anneal out as the deeper interstitial-type defects change in morphology, i.e. 

exchange interstitials to grow to larger of different shape defects. Therefore, it is difficult 

to determine if the dissolution of clusters of vacancies in previous studies is due to 

vacancy release from the clusters, which is a function of the vacancy-cluster energetics, 

or the capture of interstitials that are released from deeper defects during annealing, thus 

controlled by interstitial-cluster energetics. 

The often-observed depletion of interstitials in the near-surface region of high-

energy Si-implanted silicon, observed as reduced B diffusion or suppressed interstitial-

cluster formation, has also not been unambiguously explained. Two different mechanisms 

have been proposed. The first is that excess interstitials induced by low energy ion 

implantation annihilate with the excess vacancies created by the higher energy implants 

[Larsen 96, Eaglesham 97, Roth 97]. The second proposed mechanism is known as self-

gettering [Kuroi 90], and is described by the gettering of shallow interstitials by the 

deeper dislocation network induced at Rp of the MeV implant, thereby lowering the near-

surface interstitial supersaturation. Although simulations by Larsen [Larsen 96] indicate 

that the interstitial-vacancy annihilation mechanism is more likely, it has not been 



possible to unambiguously distinguish between the vacancy annihilation and the self-

gettering mechanisms in all of the experimental studies so far. 

The investigation in this dissertation focuses on the evolution of the vacancy 

supersaturation induced by MeV-Si implantation into silicon independent of that of the 

deeper interstitial supersaturation. In addition, the inconsistencies and ambiguities that 

have been observed in high-energy ion-implanted silicon, mentioned above, are also 

explained. Since it has already been shown that clusters of vacancy-type defects form due 

to the implant and annealing conditions used in these studies, experiments were designed 

to correlate the free defect supersaturations with the concentration of defects in clusters 

as a function of post-implant annealing conditions. Free-vacancy and -interstitial 

supersaturations, both during implantation and during post-implant thermal processing, 

were measured with the use of Sb and B dopant diffusion markers, respectively. To 

measure clusters of vacancies, a new technique was developed. This technique, called Au 

labeling, is based on the fact that Au atoms will trap in the presence of interstitial sinks, 

i.e. extended defects or traps in which interstitials will either annihilate or become 

immobile [Gosele 81, Haubert 86, Frank 91]. The interstitial sinks in this work are 

clusters of vacancies. The concentration and depth distribution of trapped Au is related to 

the concentration and depth distribution of interstitial traps, or vacancies in clusters. The 

development and the significance of this technique will be discussed in chapter 5. 

In addition to correlating free-vacancies with vacancies in clusters, the 

experiments in this thesis are unique in that they are designed to isolate the interstitial 

supersaturation that is created near Rp of the MeV implant from interacting with the near-



surface vacancy supersaturation. The isolation was accomplished by two methods. The 

first was by chemically thinning silicon substrates to make thin membranes through 

which the implanted ions can pass. In this way the implanted ion and the interstitial 

excess are removed from the sample. The second method of isolation was with the use of 

substrates that contained a buried SiC>2 layer: silicon-on-insulator substrates (SOI). 

Implant conditions were chosen to place the buried amorphous SiC>2 layer between the 

deep interstitials and the shallow vacancies induced by a MeV implant. Buried oxide 

layers have been shown to be an effective barrier to interstitial diffusion [Cellar 89, 

Tsoukalas 93]. By using these substrates the evolution of the large concentrations of 

vacancies created by MeV implantation could be studied without the interference of the 

deep interstitials. 

Chapter 2 of this dissertation contains more specific background information not 

discussed in this introduction that is necessary to understand many of the experimental 

results and conclusions. The experimental procedures and analysis tools are also 

discussed in chapter 2. 

Using the methods of investigation described above, three stages of defect 

evolution in the near surface region of MeV Si implanted silicon were identified. The 

first stage, discussed in chapter 3, is the interaction of dopants and defects during defect 

creation, or ion implantation. Radiation-enhanced diffusion (RED) of Sb and B dopant 

markers for temperatures below 400°C was observed and shown to occur due to the 

pairing of the dopant atoms with the defects created during implantation, prior to 

recombination. RED was studied as a function of implant temperature, ion energy, and 
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ion dose. It was found that for a uniform rate of defect creation (dose rate), the onset of 

RED for the dopants is a function of the migration barrier to pair diffusion while the 

magnitude of the RED is a function of the free defect concentration during implantation. 

The second stage of evolution, discussed in chapter 4, occurs during defect 

recombination, or post-implant annealing. In this chapter, the Sb and B dopant diffusion 

markers are used to demonstrate that during defect recombination, the near-surface region 

of MeV-implanted silicon is dominated by excess vacancies. Based on the understanding 

of Sb and B RED developed in chapter 3, it is proposed that the previously reported 

enhanced B diffusion in MeV implanted silicon is actually due to RED and not to a net 

excess of interstitials. The free-vacancy supersaturation in the presence of the clusters of 

vacancies that are known to form after recombination was also measured with the Sb 

dopant markers in this chapter. Using the B markers and the spatial isolation of the Rp 

defects, it is shown in this chapter that the often-observed depletion of excess interstitials 

in high-energy Si implanted silicon is dominated by annihilation with excess vacancies 

and not self-gettering. 

The final stage, discussed partly in chapter 4 but primarily in chapter 5, is the 

formation of stable clustered vacancies. In this chapter a new technique to depth profile 

the excess vacancy region created by MeV implantation into silicon is introduced and 

demonstrated. The technique is based on the fact that Au in silicon is trapped in the 

presence of interstitial sinks, such as clustered vacancies. Both depth distribution and 

dynamics of the clustered vacancies that form during annealing of MeV Si implanted 

silicon are determined with the use of the Au labeling technique. 
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In chapter 6, the data from chapters 4 and 5 are correlated to quantify energetic 

properties of the clusters of vacancies that are formed in these experiments, such as the 

cluster formation energy and the binding energy of a vacancy to a cluster. It is shown that 

the clusters of vacancies form at low temperatures, i.e. small formation energy, and 

persist to high temperatures, i.e. large binding energy. 



CHAPTER 2 

BACKGROUND / EXPERIMENTAL METHODS 

2.1 Crystalline defects in silicon 

Crystalline silicon has a diamond structure, shown in Fig.2.1.1, described as two 

interpenetrating face-centered cubes (fee), where one cube is displaced from the other by 

x = lAa0, y = VAOO, Z =
 lAa0. The spacing between atoms in the silicon diamond lattice is 

5.4* 10~8 cm (5.4 A) and there are 8 silicon atoms per unit cell [Wyckoff 60]. Therefore 

the atomic density of silicon is Ns = 8-atoms /(5.4*10"8-cm)3 ~ 5* 1022atoms/cm3. Each 

silicon lattice atom is covalently bonded to its four nearest neighboring atoms, i.e. it 

bonds by sharing one of its four valence electrons with each atom. As discussed earlier, 

there are two structural defects that are native to the silicon lattice, the vacancy and the 

interstitial. The two important properties of native point defects for this work are their 

concentrations and diffusivities. 

Native point defects exist in finite concentrations in thermodynamic equilibrium 

in silicon. Two processes describe the thermal generation of point defects in a crystalline 

solid. The first is a surface generation process and is known as the Schottky process 

[Schottky 55]. In this process, a vacancy is created when a silicon lattice atom migrates 

12 
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Figure 2.1.1 Schematic of the silicon diamond lattice. 
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Figure 2.1.2 Schematic of silicon lattice demonstrating the surface 
generation of (a) an interstitial (dark-fill circle) and (b) a vacancy (open 
circle) and (c) Frenkel generation of an interstitial-vacancy pair. 
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from the bulk to the surface where it is attached to a kink of a surface step, Fig.2.1.2b. 

Similarly, an interstitial is created by when a silicon atom migrates from the surface to 

the bulk, Fig.2.1.2a. Since interstitials and vacancies are created independent of each 

other in this process, there is no requirement that the number of interstitials and vacancies 

is equal at any given temperature. The concentration of native point defects formed by 

this process is a function of temperature and is dependent on the free energy of formation 

of these defects [Hu 94]; 

C* = C's exp exp zil 
kT 

[2.1.1] 

where C / is the concentration of available sites in which a defect can be created, x can 

either be an interstitial (I) or a vacancy (V), Sf is the entropy of formation and Ef is the 

energy of formation for a vacancy (V) and interstitial (I). The * is used to indicate that the 

conditions are equilibrium. The entropy of formation is related to the change in the 

vibrational frequencies of atoms adjacent to the defects and is given by [Orlander 76] 

Sx
f =£ln ' v ^ 

v v
 J 

[2.1.2] 

where v' is the vibrational frequency of atoms in the presence of the defect and v is the 

vibrational frequency in defect-free silicon. 

Alternatively, native defects can be generated in the bulk by the Frenkel process 

[Hu 94]. In this process, a silicon lattice atom spontaneously leaves its lattice site, 

creating an interstitial and a vacancy simultaneously, Fig.2.1.1c. The interstitial and 
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vacancy are thus created in pairs, called Frenkel pairs, and are in equal concentrations, 

given by, 

Cv = c ; = CT
S exp 

+S{ 

2k 
exp 

2 kT 
[2.1.3] 

Since point defects are formed in pairs in the Frenkel process, the formation energy of the 

point defects is the sum of the interstitial and vacancy formation energies. Therefore the 

Schottky process has a lower energy barrier to defect formation than the Frenkel process 

and is considered the dominant process for defect generation during thermal processing 

of crystalline silicon [Fahey 89, Hu 94]. 

The concentration of available sites (C/) in which a defect can form is not the 

same for interstitials and vacancies. Since vacancies are missing lattice atoms, there can 

be at most one vacancy for every lattice site. Therefore the concentration of available 

sites (C/) for vacancies is the concentration of silicon lattice atoms (NsS^l^/cm3) . 

Interstitial atoms (whether silicon or impurities) are extra atoms in the open spaces 

between lattice atoms. The lowest energy configuration for a silicon interstitial atom is a 

configuration in which the interstitial and a lattice atom are bound together and share a 

lattice site, <110> dumbbell configuration [Zhu 96] shown in Fig.2.1.3. There are six 

possible <110> dumbbells per lattice atom (one for each (110) plan), and therefore C / ~ 

6NS. 
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The motion of point defects is most simply viewed as an uncorrelated random 

hopping from one position to another. The net flux, Jx, of the diffusing species out of 

some region is related to the local change in concentration, C,, of that species by the 

diffusivity, Dx. 

J,=-DXVC, [2-1-4] 

Equation 2.1.4 is Fick's first law of diffusion. The diffusivity of native point defects is a 

function of the jump frequency of the isolated defect, interstitial or vacancy, and the jump 

barrier (or energy barrier) to migration. The diffusivity of a defect x is determined by 

[Olander 76, Hu 94], 

Dy ( V O 
6 

V J 

exp 
k 

exp 
k T 

[2.1.5] 

where x is either an interstitial or a vacancy, ST and ET are the migration entropies and 

energies, v is the jump frequency, and r is the atomic jump distance. A vacancy atom 

migrates in silicon by exchanging positions with an adjacent lattice atom, therefore the 

jump distance for a vacancy is the distance to the nearest neighbor, (V3/4)a from 

Fig.2.1.1. The distance that the <110> dumbbell jumps is the second nearest neighbor 

distance, a / 4 l [Heinig], 

Figure 2.1.3 Schematic of the <110>-split interstitial atoms. 
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2.2 Ion implantation induced defects 

Ion implantation is the dominant method by which silicon is doped in the 

fabrication of integrated circuits (IC) [Chason 97, Roadmap]. During ion implantation, 

ionized atoms are accelerated into a solid target. The energetic ions slow down and come 

to rest as they lose energy through electronic and nuclear collisions with the target atoms. 

The average depth from the surface at which the implanted ions stop is the projected ion 

range (Rp). High-energy ions, in the MeV range, lose energy primarily through collision 

with target electrons (electronic collisions), resulting in electronic excitation of the target 

atoms. As the ions slow down, nuclear energy loss dominates, resulting in atomic 

displacement of target atoms. An atom displaced by an implanted ion is called the 

primary knock-on atom (PKA). The PKAs gain a substantial amount of kinetic energy 

during the ion-atom collision and are able to displace other atoms in the target. Therefore 

each implanted ion into crystalline silicon induces a cascade of displacements in which 

hundreds to thousands of interstitials (displaced atoms) and vacancies are created (shown 

schematically in Fig. 2.2.1a). The density of atomic displacements, i.e. the number of 

point defects created, scales with the nuclear energy deposited by the implanted ions 

[Sigmund 69]. A schematic of the large distributions of interstitials and vacancies for a 

particular implant is shown in Fig.2.2.1b. 

The majority of the defects induced by ion implantation are annealed through 

interstitial-vacancy (I-V) recombination during post-implant thermal processing of ion 

implanted silicon. The defects that remain after recombination, i.e. after the overlapping 

interstitials and vacancies have annihilated, are the net-excess defects. The distribution 
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Figure 2.2.1 Schematic (a) of defect generation during ion implantation (• -
interstitial and o — vacancy) and (b) interstitial and vacancy distributions 
illustrating magnitude of induced defects and spatial separation between 
profiles. 

of defects created during implantation and those that survive recombination depend 

largely on implant conditions. For instance, when displacement cascades overlap the 

point defects from each cascade can interact, resulting in enhanced defect recombination 

or clustering. Defect clusters are more stable (lower energy configuration) than point 

defects, therefore they can remain in the crystal during post-implant annealing, after 

recombination is complete. Implantation into silicon at large doses (for ex, 1015 Si/cm2 or 

greater at room temperature), results in a large density of cascades in which dense 
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interstitial clusters form. The lattice within these clusters loses its crystal structure, 

forming amorphous zones. When these amorphous zones overlap a continuos amorphous 

layer is formed. 

Decreasing the dose of the implanted ions reduces the interaction of defects from 

adjacent displacement cascades by decreasing the density of these cascades. For instance, 

when the distance between displacement cascades is larger than that of Rp, it is more 

probable that defects from each cascade will annihilate at the surface before 

recombination or clustering with defects from an adjacent cascade, both during 

implantation and post-implant annealing. Implantation at slightly elevated temperatures 

(>25°C) also reduces the interaction of defects from adjacent cascades by increasing the 

recombination or surface annihilation of defects within a displacement cascade before the 

next cascade is created. In this way the defects in a cascade created by one ion are 

dynamically annealed before the cascade from another ion is created. The efficiency of 

dynamic annealing is dependent on the generation rate of the defect cascades and the 

annihilation rate of the defects within the cascades; or the dose rate and the temperature 

of the implant, respectively. The interactions of defects within cascades during 

implantation are further discussed in chapter 3. 

2.2.1 Net interstitial excess: the "plus-one" 

The distribution of defects, primary and net, is also largely dependent on the 

momentum of the implanted ions. For instance, the interstitial and vacancy distributions 

created during implantation, Fig.2.2.1a, are spatially separated due to the momentum 
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transferred from the ions to the stationary lattice atoms during the ion-atom collisions 

[Holland 96]. When the spatial separation between the defect distribution is very small 

(Fig.2.2.2a), i.e. they are nearly coincident, almost all of the defects annihilate by 

interstitial-vacancy recombination. The only defects that remain are the interstitials that 

are created as the implanted ions force their way onto substitutional sites, displacing 

silicon lattice atoms into interstitial positions. Thus the net defect distribution consists of 

one interstitial atom per implanted ion, Fig2.2.2b, and as a result these interstitials are 

known as the "plus-one" interstitial excess [Giles 96]. This model assumes that the 

implanted ion is highly soluble on substitutional sites, as is the case with dopants. 

There have been many recent investigations demonstrating that plus-one 

interstitials dominate the net-defect distribution for low- and medium- energy ion 

implantation into silicon. For instance, Eaglesham, et al., [Eaglesham 94] have shown 

that the plus-one interstitials from a 40-keV, 5><1013/cm2 Si implant into silicon 

agglomerate into rod-like interstitial clusters that lie in the {311}-plane; observable in 

transmission electron microscopy (TEM). In that work, the dissolution of the {311}'s 

was correlated to the enhanced diffusion of B to demonstrate that the phenomena of 

transient enhanced diffusion (TED) of B is due to the plus-one interstitials of the dopant 

implant. 

In the case of larger momentum implantation, i.e. larger mass or higher energy, 

deviations from the plus-one model are observed [Pelaz 98, Herner 98]. Atomistic 

simulations predict that the number of interstitials that survive recombination increases 

with the mass of the implanted ion [Pelaz 98]. In that work, simulations predicted that 
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Figure 2.2.2 Schematic of the (a) primary and (b) net defect distribution 
([I] - [V]) created by low and medium energy ion implantation. 

implantation of As ions results in a 2.3 interstitial per ion ratio, while in the case of P 

there are only 1.14 interstitials. Concentrations of interstitials in {311}-defects, greater 

than the +1 predicts, have also been observed experimentally for implantation of Pb in 

silicon [Herner 98]. Larger momentum implants result in a larger displacement of silicon 

atoms deeper in the crystal leaving vacancies closer to the surface. As a result there are 

slightly more interstitials than vacancies at the Rp of the implanted ion, and these excess 

interstitial combine with the plus-one interstitial to result in a larger interstitial excess. No 

evidence of the excess vacancies has been identified in these experiments. The simulation 
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results predict that the excess vacancies from these large mass implants annihilate at the 

surface quickly during post-implant annealing, due to their close proximity to the surface. 

2.2.2 Net Vacancy excess: high-energy ion implantation 

Because of the additional atoms created by the implanted ion (plus n effect), the 

net- defect distribution under most implant conditions is dominated by excess interstitials. 

However, implantation into silicon at much higher energies (MeV) is known to result in a 

defect distribution in which a large concentration of both interstitials and vacancies 

survive recombination [Holland 93, 96b, Nielson 93]. The spatial separation between the 

interstitial and vacancy distributions in MeV implanted silicon is large enough that after 

recombination is complete a region supersaturated with vacancies remains closer to the 

surface while an interstitial supersaturation is created near Rp of the implant. The 

spatially separated initial defect distribution is illustrated schematically in Fig.2.2.3a. The 

actual spatial separation between the interstitial and vacancy profiles, generated by 

simulation, even for MeV implants is actually too small to resolve. However, even 

though the separation is small, subtracting the vacancy profile from the interstitial profile, 

to simulate complete recombination, does result in a spatially separated excess of 

vacancies and interstitials. For example, Fig.2.2.4 shows the simulation results of the net-

defect distribution created by a 2-MeV, 1016/cm2 Si implant into silicon. These defect 

distributions were determined by the code TRIM (transport of jons in matter [Biersack 

80]), which simulates ion-solid interactions based on the binary collision 
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Figure 2.2.4 Net defect distribution from a 2-MeV, 1016/cm2 Si Implant 
into silicon, predicted by TRIM [Biersack 80]. 
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approximation. The implanted ion profile is added to net-defect profile to simulate the 

plus-one excess. After complete recombination a region of excess vacancies results from 

the surface to approximately 1500-nm , where the peak concentration of these vacancies 

is 1019/cm3. 

Unlike the case of low energy and large mass implants, the excess vacancy 

distribution created by MeV implantation is distributed over a large depth. The 

significance of this effect is shown in Fig.2.2.5a to c, which is an atomistic simulation 

[Jaraiz 98] of the evolution of the defects created in silicon by a 2-MeV Si implant during 

a 750°C anneal. The atomistic simulation accounts for detailed interactions of defects 

both during implantation and post-implant annealing (details given in section 2.12). The 

simulation demonstrates that after implantation a large concentration of both interstitials 

and vacancies are created. However during annealing the net defect imbalance arises in 

which excess vacancies dominate the near surface region while excess interstitials 

dominate a deeper region, near Rp. The simulation results also show that both the 

vacancies and interstitials are in clusters rather than free defects. This is shown more 

clearly in Fig.2.2.6 where the total number of vacancies and interstitial and the size of the 

clusters of these defects are plotted as a function of annealing time. The figure shows that 

during the early stages of annealing clusters of both interstitials and vacancies form, and 

that the clusters increase in size as the total concentration of defects decreases. The 

defects are lost through I-V recombination and/or surface annihilation. The significance 

of these simulations is they show that in the case of high-energy implantation, both 
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Figure 2.2.5 Atomistic simulation results of the defects induced by a 2-
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Figure 2.2.6 Evolution of defects induced by a 2-MeV, 1016/cm2 Si 
implant into silicon during a 750°C anneal, predicated by atomistic 
simulation. 

interstitials and vacancies survive recombination and form clusters, where for heavy ion 

(low energy) implants only the interstitial excess survives and form clusters [Pelaz 98]. 

The energetics of the defect clusters, especially in the case of vacancies, are not 

well known. As a result the evolution predicted by the atomistic simulations should only 

be viewed qualitatively. However by comparing experimental results to simulations in 

which detailed energetics are understood, such as in the case of dopant diffusion, a better 

insight into the experimental results can be gained. 
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2.3 Dopant Diffusion 

2.3.1 Introduction 

It is well known that substitutional dopants in silicon diffuse through interactions 

with point defects [Fahey 89]. Thus enhanced concentrations of mobile defects result in 

an enhanced diffusion of dopants. Because of this, many point-defect studies involve the 

use of dopant diffusion markers [For ex. Stolk 97, Jones 96, Gossmann 93, 94, Chao 96, 

Eaglesham 94]. Similarly, in this work, B and Sb diffusion markers are used to measure 

the vacancy and interstitial concentrations that are created by MeV Si implantation into 

silicon. Since many of the results in this dissertation are based on enhanced dopant 

diffusion, a review of dopant diffusion mechanisms is necessary. 

2.3.2 Dopants in silicon 

There are two categories of defects in silicon: impurity-related defects and native 

point defects. Impurity-related defects are formed from the introduction of foreign atoms 

into the silicon lattice. Dopants are a special class of impurity-related defects. Some of 

the most important properties of dopant atoms are that they are highly soluble, dissolve 

exclusively on substitutional lattice sites, and are easily ionized. Group III atoms B, Al, 

Ga, and In are referred to as acceptor dopants because they have one less valence electron 

than silicon and when they are substituted for a silicon atom on a lattice site an additional 

electron is accepted from the valence band to forni four covalent bonds. Acceptor doping 

of silicon is known as p-type doping, because in the process of accepting an electron a 

positively charged "hole" is added to the valence band. Group V atoms P, As, and Sb are 
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referred to as donor dopants because they have one more valence electron than silicon 

which they donate to the conduction band to form four covalent bonds. Because a 

negative charge (electron) is added to the conduction band, doping silicon with donor 

atoms is known as n-type doping. In each case, n- or p-type doping, the charge that is 

added by the dopants carries an electrical current under an applied voltage. Charged 

carriers also exist intrinsically («,) in silicon, due to thermal excitation of electrons from 

the valence band to the conduction band. When the concentration of dopants introduced 

into the silicon lattice is less than the intrinsic carrier concentration at a given temperature 

(CA < rij) the substrate is considered to be intrinsic. When the concentration of dopants is 

larger 

than the intrinsic carrier concentration (CA > «,) the substrate is extrinsic and its electrical 

properties are determined by the dopants. 

2.3.3 Dopant diffusion mechanisms 

The time evolution of a dopant .4's profile is described by Fick's law of diffusion, 

which states that the local flux, J a, of solute atoms is proportional to the concentration 

gradient of the solute, where the proportionality constant is the diffusivity D\ 

J = -DVC [2.3.1] 

The negative sign states that matter flows in the direction of decreasing solute 

concentration. Equation [2.3.1] Fick's first law of diffusion and is written independent of 

a particular dopant and/or diffusion mechanism. 
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The redistribution, or diffusion, of dopants after or during introduction into a 

silicon lattice is mediated by interactions with point defects, either interstitials or 

vacancies. Three mechanisms of defect-mediated dopant diffusion have been identified 

[Fahey 89, Nichols 89]. The first mechanism involves a silicon interstitial pairing with a 

substitutional dopant atom. 

A +I<r+AI interstitialcy mechanism [2.3.2] 

This pair, known as an interstitialcy defect, diffuses when one of the atoms in the defect 

approaches an adjacent lattice atom and reforms the interstitialcy defect with the new 

atom Fig2.3.1a. Alternatively, after interstitial-dopant pairing, the dopant atom can be 

displaced (or'kicked') from its lattice site by the interstitial silicon atoms Fig2.3.1b. 

AI <r* Ai +(Si)s kick-out mechanism [2.3.3] 

Once the dopant is interstitial it can migrate between lattice sites very quickly until it 

'kicks' its way back into the silicon lattice. This mechanism is an interstitial mechanism 

of diffusion known as the kick-out mechanism. The diffusion of substitutional B atoms is 

mediated by interstitials in both the interstitialcy and the kick-out mechanism. [Tan 85, 

Fahey 89, Gossmann 97]. However, as will be discussed in chapter 3, at low temperatures 

the diffusion of B is dominated by the kick-out mechanism [Zhu 96]. 

In addition to interstitial-mediated diffusion, a substitutional dopant can diffuse 

by exchanging position with an adjacent empty lattice site, or a vacancy, 

A + V<->AV vacancy mechanism [2.3.4] 

Vacancy-mediated diffusion can be described by two mechanisms: the vacancy-exchange 

mechanism and the E-center mechanism. In the vacancy-exchange mechanism, a 
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Figure 2.3.1 Dopant diffusion mechanism: (a) interstitialcy, (b) kick-out, 
and (c) vacancy [Fahey 89] 

substitutional dopant exchanges positions with a vacancy that has become a nearest 

neighbor to the dopant during its random migration. In this mechanism the dopant and 

vacancy are loosely bound and after the jump, the vacancy can migrate away and the 

dopant must wait for another vacancy to approach, Fig.2.3.1c. In the E-center diffusion, 

also known as pair diffusion, the dopant and the vacancy exchange positions but remain 

bound to each other (Fig.2.3.2). In order for one-diffusion step to be complete, a vacancy 

must move to at least third nearest neighbor distance away from the dopant in order to 
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Figure 2.3.3 Schematic of E-center diffusion of Sb. 

return along a different path, around a six-fold ring, Fig.2.3.2. The diffusion of Sb in 

silicon is mediated by vacancies [Tan 85, Fahey 89, Gossmann 97]. 

2.3.4 Dopant diffiisivity: the interstitial fraction 

The diffiisivity of a substitutional dopant, A, can be expressed as the diffiisivity of 

the dopant-defect pairs, 

DA ~Dav + D a i [2.3.5] 

Under the experimental conditions in this work, DA is defined as the diffiisivity under 

non-equilibrium conditions and DA* is the diffiisivity under equilibrium conditions. The 

above equation can be normalized to equilibrium by the following, 

£a 
d: 

or 

DA^Dai 
D d: 

[2.3.6] 
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where D a v / D a is the fraction of A's equilibrium diffusivity that occurs by a vacancy-

mediated mechanism (Jav) and DAJ*/DA* is the fraction that occurs by interstitial-mediated 

mechanisms (Jai). Rewriting the above equation, 

[2.3.8] 

U A UAV A1 

The diffusivity of the dopant-defect pair is a function of the diffusivity per pair, dAx, and 

the relative concentration of pairs [Fahey 89], 

Dax ~ ^AX ^ [2.3.9] 

^A 

Inserting this equation into the above equation and imposing the restriction t h a t / a i = 

fAv, the diffusion of a dopant^ under non-equilibrium conditions is written as 

= ) § - + / , , [ 2 . 3 . 1 0 ] 
JJA *-/ 

or 

| f = A A = ( l - f A 1 ) t ] r + f A I r l l [2.3.11] 

U A 

where r^and rj/ are the supersaturations of vacancies (CWCV*) and interstitials (C//C/), 

respectively, and Aa is the enhancement factor in the diffusion of A. 

According to the above equation, the observed diffusivity of a given dopant under 

non-equilibrium conditions can be related to the point defect concentrations by the 

equilibrium interstitial fraction. There have been many experiments over the last twenty 
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years that have attempted to measure the interstitial fraction of dopants in silicon by 

injecting large quantities of either interstitials or vacancies to enhance or retard the 

dopant's diffusion. However, large differences exist in reported values of /AI. For 

example, literature values of fsi have ranged from 0.13 to 0.99 [Tan 85]. Much of the 

ambiguity is due to the fact that experiments that attempt to determine /i/are based on an 

underdetermined system of equations, for instance, in equation [2.3.11] there are three 

unknown quantities: /AI, r\y, and r|/. Because of this, assumptions about the equilibrium 

concentration of interstitials and vacancies are usually made. However, by studying the 

diffusion of a pair of dopants, such as Sb and B, under the same point defect injection 

conditions, it is possible to derive expressions that give meaningful bounds on F ~AI without 

any assumptions [Gossmann 97]. By writing equation [2.3.11] for Sb and B and solving 

them simultaneously under the conditions of vacancy or interstitial injection (r\i > r\r and 

r|K> r|/, respectively) the following expressions are derived; 

[2-3-12l 
A B A B 

and 

1 1 F > [ 2 - 3 1 3 ) 
A® ASi 

Therefore bounds can be set on the interstitial fraction of diffusivity for Sb and B with 

experiments that enhance the diffusion of these dopants, i.e. defect injection experiments. 

With the use of very sharp Sb and B diffusion markers, Gossmann, et al., have 

recently set very strict bounds on fsb and fs [Gossmann 97]. Enhancements in dopant 
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diffusions were achieved by injecting a large supersaturation of interstitials by ion 

implantation and a supersaturation of vacancies by nitridation. From that work, the 

interstitial fractions of Sb and B diffusion have been determined to be, 

/ a <0.01±0.01 (790°C) [2.3.14] 

fB >0.98 + 0.01 (860°C) [2.3.15] 

These results demonstrate that the diffusion of Sb in silicon is almost entirely mediated 

by vacancies, whereas the diffusion of B in silicon is almost entirely mediated by 

interstitials. Equation [2.3.12] and [2.3.13] can then be written as, 

B s . ^ B i . [ 2 . 3 . 1 6 ] 
D C D C 

USb ^ B W 

The significance of this result is that the enhanced diffusion of Sb is a measure of the free 

vacancy supersaturation while the enhanced diffusion of B is a measure of the free 

interstitial supersaturation. 

2.4 Au in Silicon 

In this work a new technique was developed to depth profile the concentration of 

vacancies in clusters. The basis for this technique is the observation that Au is trapped in 

the presence of interstitial sinks. For instance, Fig.2.4.1a shows a schematic of the 

concentration of Au diffused throughout a silicon wafer. This U-shaped Au profile has 

been observed in many experiments in which Au is diffused through the entire silicon 

wafer from one side [Stolwijk 84, Hauber 86, Gosele 81, Frank 91, Coffa 88, 

Zimmermann 92, Lerch 98]. Gosele, et al., [Gosele 81] and Frank, et al., [Frank 91] have 
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shown that this behavior may be understood on the basis of the following properties of 

Au in silicon, (i) Au in silicon can occupy both substitutional (Aus) and interstitial (Auj) 

positions, (ii) The solubility of Aui is much lower than that of Aus. (iii) The diffusivity of 

Auj is several orders of magnitude larger than that of Aus. (iv) During diffusion, Au 

atoms interchange between substitutional and interstitial sites. 

The first mechanism proposed to explain the diffusion behavior of Au in silicon 

was the Frank-Turabull mechanism [Frank 74], or the dissociative mechanism, described 

by, 

Aut+V^Aus [2.4.1] 

In the presence of a source of vacancies, such as the surface, eq. [2.4.1] is enhanced to the 

right, resulting in an enhanced conversation of mobile Auj to immobile Aus. 

Although the dissociative mechanism can qualitatively explain the diffusion of Au 

in silicon, Gosele, et al., [Gosele 81] have demonstrated that it incorrectly predicts the 

time dependence of Au profiles. These authors showed that the Au concentration in the 

center of the U-shape profile varies with the square root of time, a phenomenon that is 

explained by the kick-out mechanism 

Aui<r>Aus+I [2.4.2] 

According to this model, Auj atoms become substitutional by kicking-out silicon lattice 

atoms, thereby creating silicon interstitials. The time required for the fast moving Au 

interstitial atoms to become substitutional will strongly depend on the out-diffusion of 

silicon interstitials to the surface. Therefore, in the presence of interstitial sinks there is an 

enhanced conversion of Au; to Aus, i.e., equation 2.4.2 is enhanced to the right. 
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Figure 2.4.1 Schematic of (a) Au U-shaped profile of Au in silicon, and 
(b) Au W-shaped profile. 

Therefore, the U-shape profile of Au arises from the surface acting as a sink for 

interstitials rather than a source of vacancies. 

The kick-out reaction, [2.4.2], predicts that for every Aus a silicon interstitial is 

created. Therefore a supersaturation of interstitials will build up within the wafer during 

Au in-diffusion. Fig.2.4.1b is a schematic of the Au profile that resulted when Au was 

diffused in silicon in an experiment by Haubert, et al [Haubert 86]. Unique to this 

experiment is the presence of a Au peak in the center of the wafer, in addition to the 

surface peaks, resulting in a W-shaped profile. Cross-section transmission electron 
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microscopy of these samples revealed the presence of extrinsic staking faults in the center 

of the wafer. Extrinsic stacking faults are the agglomeration of silicon interstitials into 

extra half-planes in the lattice. A detailed analysis of these defects revealed that the 

number of silicon atoms contained in the stacking faults agreed reasonably well with the 

number of Aus atoms, estimated from the heights and widths of the Au peaks in the W 

profile. Thus the interstitial supersaturation induced by the Au in-diffiision evolved into 

stacking faults in the center of the wafer. The W-shape arises from the stacking faults 

acting as interstitial sinks, enhancing the conversion of Aui to Aus. 

2.5 Doping superlattices 

A large portion of the work in this dissertation involves the use of dopant 

diffusion markers to measure point-defect concentrations. One method of making these 

markers is by ion implantation. However, as will be shown in chapter 4, implantation of 

dopant markers injects large concentrations of point defects that can convolute the study 

of defects from other processes. Also, implanted profiles are typically broad, on the order 

of 100-nm, making small changes in the profile due to diffusion difficult to detect. To 

avoid these problems, dopant markers were grown expitaxially by low-temperature 

molecular beam epitaxy (LT-MBE). Doping superlattices (DSL) were grown by LT-

MBE by Dr. Hans Gossmann of Bell Laboratories, Lucent Technologies following the 

procedure introduced by Gossman et al. [Gossmann 90, 93b, 93c]. Structures were grown 

on 2-inch diameter float-zone (FZ) wafers with (100) surface orientation. These wafers 

were chemically cleaned using a modified "Shiraki cleaning process", where a protective 
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chemical oxide layer was grown during the final cleaning step. After cleaning, the 

substrates were loaded into a custom-made MBE system, which was kept at a base 

pressure of 4xl0"u Torr. Dopant atoms were co-evaporated from a Knudsen cell while Si 

atoms were electron-beam evaporated. The protective oxide was desorbed in situ at 

800°C by deposition of 1.5-nm of Si at a rate of ~4 pm/s. The substrates were heated by a 

graphite-coil heating element located behind the wafer. 

The growth procedure is as follows. An initial 50-nm undoped silicon buffer layer 

was grown at 450°C with a growth rate of 0.2 A/s. A 10-nm doped silicon layer was 

grown by lowering the temperature to 220°C to avoid segregation of the dopant atoms 

during growth, which results in a spreading of the dopant profiles. Eaglesham, et al, have 

shown that only a limited thickness of epitaxial Si(100) can be grown at these low 

temperatures [Eaglesham 90]. The maximum epitaxial thickness hePj that can be grown 

before the growth turns amorphous is a function of growth rate and temperature. For 0.2 

A / s growth rate at 220°C, hepj is ~130-nm [Gossmann 93]. As a result, a 120-s, 625°C 

rapid thermal anneal was performed after every 30-nm of growth to anneal out 

accumulated defects. After the doped layer, a 90-nm undoped silicon layer was grown at 

450°C. This process was typically repeated 6 times to grow 6 doping layers, after which 

the sample was capped with a 50-nm undoped silicon layer. Figure 2.5.1a shows a 

schematic of a typical DSL structure, and Fig.2.5.1b shows the corresponding 

concentration profile, obtained by SIMS. For the experiments in this investigation Sb 

DSLs were grown with peak concentrations of lxl019/cm3 and B DSLs were grown with 

concentrations of 2*1018/cm3. 
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Figure 2.5.1 (a) Schematic of doping superlattice (DSL) (b) SIMS 
concentration profile of an Sb DSL as-grown. 

It should be noted that extensive physical and electrical characterization of DSL 

structures grown by this LT-MBE technique have been performed to ensure growth of 

high-quality epitaxial layers. In these experiments, the quality of the DSL substrates was 

verified by testing each as-grown wafer to determine it had an equilibrium concentration 

of vacancies and interstitials. Wafers were tested by annealing pieces at dopant diffusion 

temperatures (> 800°C) for times long enough to ensure an adequate amount of diffusion 

that could be measured by SIMS. If the diffiisivities of the dopant profiles showed 
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reasonable agreement with accepted values of dopant diffusivities at these temperatures 

and times then the wafer was considered qualified for further experimentation. 

2.6 Ion implantation 

All of the implants for the experiments involving DSL's and those for Au labeling 

were done on the NEC 1.7 MV tandem accelerator at Bell Laboratories. The implants for 

experiments involving implant dopant markers were done on a General Ionex 1.7 MV 

Tandetron ® accelerator, for MeV Si implants, and a Varion Extrion implanter, for keV 

dopant implants, both at Oak Ridge National Laboratory (ORNL). 

For both the tandem accelerators used, a SNICS (Source of Negative Ions from 

Cesium Sputtering) ion source was used to generate negative ions from a solid elemental 

cathode by sputtering with Cs+ ions. Negative ions were extracted from the source with 

keV energies, mass analyzed by a bending magnet, and injected into the accelerator tank 

where they were accelerated towards the terminal, which was set at a positive voltage, 

Vt. Negative ions were converted into positive ions at the terminal through collisions 

with N2 gas molecules (stripper gas), resulting in acceleration away from the terminal 

with a final energy of (|q| + 1) x Vt. Another bending magnet was used to select the mass 

and charge state of the ions before they were implanted into the sample. The beam was 

electrostatically scanned across the sample in both the horizontal and vertical directions 

over a variable aperture. Although the aperture size could be varied, a fixed aperture of 3-

cm x 3_cm was used in all implants, to maintain a consistent measure of the implant dose. 

Electrostatic lenses and steerers were used to focus and steer the beam at different places 
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along the beam line. The profile of the beam was monitored with a rotating wire beam 

profile monitor. As a general rule, the beam currents for all the MeV Si implants were 

maintained at approx. 0.2 uA/cm2, to eliminate the effect of dose rate on the final state of 

the defects under study. 

For all implants, samples were mounted on a copper block, at Bell Labs, or a 

nickel block, at ORNL, by either tantalum clips for large samples and/or heated implants, 

or vacuum grease for small samples and RT implants. All samples were tilted 7° with 

respect to the incident beam and rotated approx. 10°, to avoid channeling. Elevated 

temperature implants ( > 30°C) were accomplished by heating the sample holder with a 

electric heater placed inside the copper block. For most implants a thermocouple 

mounted on the surface of the sample holder was used to measure the temperature. For 

experiments in which a more precise control of the sample temperature was required, a 

thermocouple was mounted on the surface of a silicon sample, with tantalum clips, which 

was placed under the beam. 

2.7 Rutherford backscattering spectrometry 

The concentration and depth profiles of Au in silicon were determined by 

Rutherford Backscattering spectrometry (RBS). He beams ranging in energy from 1 to 4 

MeV were generated by the 1.7 MV tandem accelerators to analyze Au to depths ranging 

from 1 to 3.6 microns, respectively. A fixed surface barrier detector set at 170° with 

respect to the incident beam was used to count the backscattered He ions. To avoid 

problems associated with pile up and dead time, the beam current was maintained at < 
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30-nA. To avoid signals from stray beam scattering off the chamber walls into the 

detector, the inside of the chamber was lined with clear acetate. Random spectra were 

generated by mounting samples 6 degrees off of the (100) channeling directions, (in 

theta) and continuously rotating the sample azimuthally (in phi). Aligned spectra were 

acquired along the (100) channeling direction. The total integrated charge collected 

varied for different samples in order to obtain satisfactory statistics. Energy calibration 

was determined with the use of a standard; a Si-(IOO) substrate with a very low 

concentration of heavy impurities deposited on the surface. Each deposited layer is very 

thin, so energy loss of the incident He ions through these layers was neglected. The 

energy of each peak, E, was determined by the following, 

E = KE. = (M] -Ml sin28)^ + Mx cos8 
M2 +M, 

2 

E0 [2.7.1] 

where K is the kinematic factor for the collision between the incident ion, Mi, with 

energy E0, and the target atom, M2. The value of (1-K) is a measure of the energy 

transferred from the incident He ions to the target nucleus in an elastic two-body 

collision. The channel to energy conversion was then determined by these values of 

energy and applied to all spectra taken under the same conditions as the standard sample. 

The energy-to-depth conversion was obtained by the following, 

" j g - ( * - * . ) 
[efjNs [2-7.2] 

where [e]s,
A is the stopping cross section factor for scattering from a target A in a silicon 

matrix, and Ns is the density of silicon. The stopping cross section is determined by the 
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surface energy approximation, which assumes that for regions near the surface the 

thickness is small and the relative change of energy along the incident path and outward 

path are small, so that, 

! — p - 7 - 3 ! 
COS0J COS02 

The concentration of impurities, NA, in silicon was determined by the following, 

]® 

HSIOA(E0)\E]G" 
NA = NSI ^ [2.7.4] 

where H is the height in counts of either the silicon edge of the impurity peak and o is the 

cross section. 

2.8 Secondary ion mass spectrometry 

The concentration profiles of the dopant markers, both implanted and MBE 

grown, were obtained by secondary ion mass spectrometry (SIMS). The SIMS analysis 

was performed at Evans East, specialists in materials characterization, under contract. 

The basics of this technique are as follows. A low energy beam of primary ions is 

focused onto the sample surface and rastered across the surface in a rectangular pattern. 

These primary ions sputtering atoms of the sample, where a small percentage of these 

atoms are ionized. The ionized atoms that are sputtered of the sample surface (secondary 

ions) are screened through an energy filter, then passed through a mass analyzer and then 

focus sed onto a detector system. As the sputter beam erodes the surface, the secondary 

ions of interest are collected by the detector system, producing a profile of atoms 

collected versus sputter time. For a constant sputter rate, the time scale is converted to a 
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depth scale by measuring the depth of the sputter crater and relating it to the time of 

sputtering to obtain a depth per time conversion. The conversion from counts to 

concentration was obtained by analyzing standard samples of known concentration. Low 

energy primary ion beams were used to reduce the knock-on mixing that leads to artificial 

profile broadening. From Sb analysis 3-keV Cs primary ions were used, while for 

analysis of B 2-keV O2 primary ions were used. 

2.9 Transmission electron microscopy 

Defect morphologies, interstitial dislocation loops, and Au precipitates were 

studied by transmission electron microscopy (TEM). A Phillips 120-keV electron 

microscope at Bell Laboratories was used for most of the TEM analysis. A 120-keV 

electron beam was used for bright-field and dark-field imaging of both plan-view 

transmission electron microscopy (PTEM) and cross-sectional transmission electron 

microscopy (XTEM) specimens. The technique of weak-beam, dark-field imaging was 

applied to achieve very high contrast in samples that contained a dense network of 

defects. 

Samples for PTEM analysis were cut into 3-mm diameter circles by a Gatan 

ultrasonic disc cutter. These discs where mechanically thinned from the backside to a 

thickness of approximately 10 microns. The center portion of these thin discs were 

chemically thinned using a mixture of HF/HN03/AceticAcid (5:3:3) until perforation. 

Plan-view samples were imaged in the (400) and the (220) reflections, for both bright 
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field and dark field. A Topcon 200-keV electron microscope, also at Bell Laboratories, 

was used for high-resolution imaging of Au precipitates. 

For XTEM analysis, two 3 x 1 mm pieces were cut from the sample and the fronts 

of these pieces were glued together. The glued samples were then mechanically thinned 

and polished on both sides to a thickness of less than 10 microns. The thinned samples 

were then mounted to a 3-mm Mo ring, using silver paint, and further thinned by an Ar 

ion beam miller. The ion miller sputtered away layers of the XTEM sample from both 

sides with 5 keV Ar ions until a small hole was made. All TEM and sample preparation 

was done at Bell Laboratories. Cross section samples were imaged in the 400 reflection, 

for both bright field and dark field imaging. High-resolution analysis of Au precipitates 

was accomplished by imaging cross-section specimens in the 100 direction. The high-

resolution images presented in this dissertation (chapter 5) were taken by Dave 

Eaglesham of Bell Laboratories. 

2.10 Furnace and rapid thermal annealing 

Most of the cluster evolution anneals in the Au labeling experiments and the 

diffusion anneals in all experiments involving DSLs were carried out in a quartz tube 

furnace at Bell Laboratories. This furnace was dedicated to annealing only ion implanted 

silicon. Samples that were annealed after ion implantation were cleaned with 

trichloroethelyne, acetone, methanol, and de-ionized water to remove any grease 

contamination that may have been acquired from the sample holder. After de-greasing, 

implanted samples were further cleaned with a standard RCA clean: NH4OH/H2O2/H2O 
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(1:1:5) followed by HCL/H2O2/H2O (1:1:5) with rigorous rinsing with de-ionized water 

between steps. The RCA clean was applied to remove any metals that may have 

contaminated the samples from the implant sample holder. After cleaning, samples were 

rested on a clean piece of silicon and placed in a quartz boat inside the quartz furnace 

tube. The tube was evacuated and then filled with Ar gas and maintained at a constant 

flow of 1.5 1pm. After the furnace was heated to temperature, the boat and the sample 

holder were rolled into the furnace and kept there for the desired time. An extra 5 minutes 

was added to each anneal to compensate for the time require for the sample and the boat 

to ramp-up to temperature. The 5-min ramp up time was determined experimentally by 

mounting a thermocouple to a silicon sample in the glass boat and then sliding the boat 

into the heated furnace. After annealing, the sample boat was removed quickly from the 

furnace. Diffusion experiments involving implanted-dopant markers were annealed in a 

similar quartz-tube furnace constructed by the author at ORNL. 

Anneals for Au in-diffusion were accomplished in a different quartz-tube furnace 

at Bell Laboratories. After Au implantation samples were degreased using the method 

described in the previous paragraph they were placed on a clean piece of Si in a ceramic 

boat inside the furnace tube. The furnace tube was then evacuated to a pressure of 1*10"7 

Torr before the sample boat was rolled into the heated furnace. The temperature for Au 

in-diffusion experiments was always 750°C. After the annealing cycle, samples were 

removed quickly from the furnace and allowed to cool before the tube was vented to diy 

N2 and the samples removed. 
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Rapid thermal annealing (RTA) was used for short time annealing treatments (< 

10 min) and was carried in a lamp-heated system. All samples annealed in the RTA were 

de-greased and RCA-cleaned prior to being placed on a clean Si wafer place inside the 

RTA unit. The annealing chamber was purged with flowing Ar prior to ramping up to the 

desired temperature. Ramp rates were typically 150°C/s. A constant level of flowing Ar 

was maintained during the ramping and for the time the sample rested at the annealing 

temperature. The lamp heat was turned off after the annealing time and the sample cooled 

quickly under flowing Ar. 
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2.11 Extraction of diffusivities 

2.11.1 Implanted dopant profiles 

A diffusion simulator computer routine was used to determine dopant 

diffusivities. This routine uses Fick's diffusion law to redistribute initial dopant profiles 

into experimentally diffused dopant profiles. A time-averaged diffusion enhancement is 

determined from the value of the diffusivity that gives the best fit between the simulated 

and experimental profiles. The theory and assumptions used in this simulation are 

described below. The simulation discussed in this section was used to extract the time-

averaged diffusivities of the implanted dopant diffusion markers (section 4.1) and was 

based on the algorithm used by Holland, et al., [Holland 89]. 

Fick's first law of diffusion states that the local flux, J, of solute atoms in the x 

direction is proportional to the concentration gradient of the solute, where the 

proportionality constant is the diffusivity D: 

J = _ D d C p t ) [2.11.1a] 
OX 

The negative sign states that matter flows in the direction of decreasing solute 

concentration. 

Applying the law of conservation of matter, 

dC(x,t) _ dJ(x,t) 

— i r ~ 1 2 1 U a ] 

which states that the change in concentration with time must be the same as the local 

decrease of the diffusion flux, we have 
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dC(x,t) _ d 

dx dx 
D 

dC(x, t) 

dx [2.11.3a] 

Equation [2.11.3a] is Fick's second law of diffusion. Assuming that the concentration of 

the dopant is low, i.e. intrinsic doping (CA < «,), the diffusivity can be considered to be a 

constant. Equation [2.11.3a] then becomes, 

dC(x,t) _Dd2C(x,t) 

dt dx [2.11.4a] 

The above equation is Fick's diffusion equation and can be solved if the 

appropriate boundary conditions are applied. For an implanted or grown dopant marker, 

the total amount of dopant atoms (per cm2) is fixed, so that the boundary conditions are, 

00 

J C{x,t)dx = CQ (t> 0) [2.11.5a] 

and 

[2.11.6a] C(00, t) = 0 

Also, the initial condition is 

C(x,0) = 0 [2.11.7a] 

The solution to the above diffusion equation, [2.11.4a], that satisfies these conditions 

C„ 

IS 

C(x) 
•sjADtTi 

exp 
- x 

4Dt [2.11.8a] 

Equation [2.11.8a] is a solution to Fick's diffusion equation for intrinsic doping. 

Solving equation [2.11.3a] for extrinsic doping conditions is extremely difficult. For 

extrinsic doping, the equilibrium carrier concentration will change with the concentration 

of ionized dopants, causing the Fermi level to vary over the spatial extent of the diffusing 
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profile. Two new factors are introduced that are not present under intrinsic doping: an 

electric field enhancement to diffusion and concentration dependent diffusivities. 

Therefore solutions were determined by computer simulation of the diffusion process. 

Initial profiles were segmented into n line sources of Ax thickness, each containing C0 

dopant atoms (atoms/cm2). In a time interval At, dopant atoms in slice n are redistributed 

according to 

C (x) = . exp 
j4D'nAtK 

-x 

4D'nAt 
[2.11.9a] 

where x is the distance from the center of the slice and D'„ is the diffusivity of slice n. The 

dopant concentration in the nth slice, at a depth nAx, is then given by 

C("Ax) = X 
C0(n') 

„• ^4D'nAtK 
exp 

- ( ( « ' - « ) Ax) 

4D'At 

2 ^ (_ 
+ exp 

((n' + n- l)Ax) 

AD'At 

2 \ 
[2.11.10a] 

where the summation is over the entire profile. The second term arises because of 

reflection from the surface [Holland 89]. The fraction of the dopant concentration that 

exceeds the solid solubility of the dopant at the diffusion temperature is considered to be 

immobile, only the portion of the dopant that is soluble is diffused. However, if diffusion 

results in an undersaturation condition in a slice that was previously supersaturated, then 

the program will feed the slice with the excess until the solubility limit is reached or until 

the excess is depleted. 

The diffusivity of each slice n is determined by, 

1+1 m 
[2.11.11a] 
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where terms in equation [2.11.1 la] are defined below. 

DA
(i> is the diffusivity of the dopant defect complex of charge state (i), given by 

Df =D^> exp -Ef 
[2.11.12a] 

k T
 .> 

The pre-exponential factor D0
(i) contains a variety of factors, including the entropy of 

diffusion. EA
(i) is the activation energy for the diffusion of the dopant-defect complex, k is 

Boltzmann's constant, and T is the diffusion temperature. Values for Da
(i) and EA

(i) used 

in the program are given in Table 2.11.1 [Fair 81 ] 

h in equation [2.11.11a] is the electric field enhancement term. The spatial 

variation of the Fermi level caused by extrinsic doping results in an internal electric field, 

created by the gradient of the ionized dopant concentration. This internal electric field 

enhances the diffusion of the charged dopant-defect complexes. The electric field 

enhancement to the diffusivity is written as, 

4 = 1+ , C" [2.11.13al 

2n<1/C,V(4n,!)+l 

and varies from 1.0 to 2.0 for Ca « rii and Q >> respectively. 

The [m/nil term in equation [2.11.11a] is the concentration dependence of the 

diffusivity, where m is the concentration of electrons, for n-type doping, or the 

concentration of holes, for p-type doping. In this program dopant concentrations below 

the solubility limit are assumed ionized, so that m is actually the dopant concentration of 

each slice. This term is only included for slices where the concentration is extrinsic. For 

intrinsic slices, the diffusivity used is, 
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Table 2.11.1 Prefactor D0
(1) in cmV1 and activatioi 

dopant diffusion in silicon (section 2.11.1) [Fair 81" 
l energies Ea

w in eV used to simulate 

Dopant Do
(0) Ea

W D0
U) Ea

U; Do™ E . w 

Sb 0.037 3.46 0.76 3.46 

B 0.214 3.65 15.0 4.08 

z > = * 2 X «) AX [2.11.14a] 

The term D„' in equation [2.11.9a] and [2.11.1 Oa] is an enhanced diffusivity given 

by, 

D'„=SXD„ [2.11.15a] 

where £yis the measured enhancement in dopant diffusion. 

The simulation program determines the value of DN for each slice by equation 

[2.11.11a], then uses these diffusivities in equations [2.11.15a] and [2.11.9a] to 

redistribute the initial profile. Values of Sx are varied to get the best fit between the 

simulated and experimentally diffused profiles. 

2.11.2 DSL diffusion markers 

To determine the diffusivity of the DSL diffusion markers after implantation and 

annealing treatments a fitting routine was used that simulated the diffusion of the initial 

profile into the final profile. In this way errors due to possible variations in the as-

deposited profiles are avoided. The diffusivity extraction routine used in this dissertation 

[Gossmann 93d, 95] is summarized below. The one dimensional diffusion equation used 

in this simulation is given by, 
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dC d(-dC\ 

- 5 " 4 i r j [ 2 1 u b l 

where z is the depth into the sample, C is the dopant concentration [/cm3], and D is the 

diffusivity [cm2/s]. Equation [2.11.1b] has an analytical solution 

c(Z>0 = - ^ J c « , 0 ) e - M > ! ' , a » ; [2.11.2b] 

where c(z,0) is the concentration at depth z before diffusion (the initial profile), and c(z,t) 

is the concentration after diffusion for a time interval t at a fixed temperature T. An 

iterative technique solves equation [2.11.2b] by varying D and z, for each marker, to get a 

best fit of the data. The diffusivity determined by this routine is of the form 

D"=Dxh( 1 + fS^) [2.11.3b] 
nt 

where m is the hole, for p-type dopants (B), or electron, for n-type dopants (Sb), 

concentration, h is the fermi level dependent factor, m is the intrinsic carrier 

concentration, and (3=3 for B or (3=70exp(-0.43eV/kT) for Sb. Intrinsic diffusivities are 

the given by Din,=Dx(l+$) [Gossmann 93d, 95]. The diffusivities determined by evolving 

the initial profile into the final profile by the above method are actually the time-averaged 

diffusivities of the dopants. 

There are essentially two main sources of error in determining the diffusivity: 

statistical fluctuations in the determined concentrations, and errors in the depth scale due 

to varying SIMS sputter beam current, measurement errors in the determination of the 

crater depth, or variations in the Si deposition rate during growth. The above errors are 

estimated using a Monte Carlo approach as follows. The experimentally determined 
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concentration, c(z,t), comes in the form of n discrete data points qiz.j), i = 1,2,3,...n. 

For each set of experimental data a new set is determined by the following 

transformation, 

=ct+Gjcty [2.11.4b] 

and 

zMC = z(l + G%) [2.11.5b] 

where G is a Guassian distribution random variable of mean E(G) = 0 and the standard 

deviation E(G2) = 1, y is the concentration corresponding to a count of 1 in the 

experimental apparatus (typically on the order of 1016/cm3), and % represents one 

standard deviation in the relative depth scale error, estimated to be -0.05 here. From each 

new set of data a diffusivity was determined as described above. From the set of 

diffusivities a mean and standard deviation was determined. These values appear as the 

diffusivity and the error bar in the plots of diffusivity versus depth. 

2.12 Atomistic simulation 

In many of the experiments in this work, atomistic simulations of dopant and 

defect interactions are used to help understand the experimental data. The simulation 

routine is as follows. A defect cascade for each implanted ion is produced by 

MARLOWE [Robinson 74], which simulates ion implantation based on the binary 

collision approximation. The locations of vacancies and interstitials from this simulation 

are passed on to a Monte Carlo simulator, DADOS [Jaraiz 98]. Vacancies and interstitials 

are then given random jumps at a rate derived from their diffusivities at the temperature 
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of implantation. The simulation allows for defect and impurity interactions, such as 

vacancy-interstitial recombination, clustering of like defects, re-emission from the 

clusters, defect-assisted diffusion, and trapping and de-trapping of vacancies and 

interstitials at native traps (oxygen [Corbett 61] and carbon [Song 90], respectively ). 

Annihilation occurs at the surface with a sink efficiency, and periodic boundary 

conditions are applied in the lateral direction. Diffusion proceeds until the arrival of a 

new cascade from MARLOWE, as determined by the implant dose rate. Successive 

cascades are generated and annealed until the implant dose is reached. Post-implant 

thermal annealing is simulated by applying the Monte Carlo simulation alone to the final 

form of the defects after implantation. 

The simulation parameters for the diffusivity of interstitials (Di) and vacancies 

(Dv), the binding energy (Ebindbg) for clusters containing ni interstitials or nv vacancies 

and for defect traps are shown in Table 2.12.1. Also included in the table is the diffusivity 

of the interstitial B atom. Only B diffusion is considered in the atomistic simulation. 

Table 2.12.1. Atomistic simulation parameters [Pelaz97a] 
Dj = 5 e x p ( - l / k T ) c m 2 / s £ « * ( « , ) = 2.7 -2 .65[nf - ( n , -l)1/2]eV 
Dv = 10'3 exp(-0.4/£r) cm2 Is 

Ebinding (nv) = 3-6 — 4 . 9 \ t l y — ( f l y -l)2/3]eV 
DBi = 1(T3 exp(-0.3/£r) cm2 Is Ebinding(C-I) = 2.6eV 

Ebinding{Q-V)=2>.0eV 
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2.13 Chemical etching 

The first attempt to isolate the deep interstitial excess from the shallow vacancy 

excess was to create thin membranes containing DSL markers through which the MeV Si 

ions could pass, thereby creating only the region of vacancy excess in the sample (see 

simulation result Fig.2.2.7). The membranes were created by chemically etching a 

portion of the backside of DSL samples such that a thin window containing the DSL 

markers resulted in the center of the bulk DSL sample. The silicon etchant used was a 

solution of ethylenediamine, pyrocatechol, (EDP) and water: 135ml, 22.7g, and 60ml 

respectively. EDP etches silicon anisotropically, with etch rates in the (111), (110), and 

(100) of 3, 30, and 50 [xm/hr, respectively [Cheung 80, Reisman 79]. This etching 

solution does not attack SiC>2 or silicon doped with >7*1019 B/cm3. Because EDP etches 

silicon at a slow rate (10-hr to etch through a typical wafer of 500 fim), samples were 

first pre-etched with a fast, non-preferential acid etchant to remove the majority of the 

bulk silicon. The pre-etch used was a solution of HNO3 / HF(50%) / CH3COOH (5:3:3). 

The process for making the DSL/window structures involved a series of masking, 

etching, and cleaning steps that are described below. 

Prior to MBE growth of the six dopant markers used for diffusion experiments, a 

high-concentration B layer was grown (20-nm of 4*1020 B/cm3) on the initial 2-inch 

wafer. The high-concentration B layer was used as chemical etch-stop layer for the EDP, 

making it possible to produce reproducible thin window structures with a uniform back 

surface. After growth, the 2-inch wafer was cut into quarters. To protect the surfaces 

(front and back) from the EDP a layer of silicon dioxide was applied by spinning on a 
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liquid "spin-on-glass" (SOG) solution. The quarters of the silicon wafer were placed to a 

spinning apparatus (by a vacuum seal), a few drops of SOG were applied to the surface, 

and then the sample was spun at 3000-rpms for 60-s. After spinning samples were place 

on a hot plate (at 100°C) for 60 s to dry the SOG, i.e remove the solvents from the SOG 

solution. After drying samples were cured at 450°C for 30-min in a quartz-tube furnace 

under flowing N2. This spinning and curing procedure was done to each side of each 

piece individually and resulted in a 250-nm thick Si02 layer on both sides, where the side 

of the samples that contained the DSL markers was coated first. In addition to acting as a 

protective layer to the sample surface, the SOG was used as a mask for the final EDP 

etch. 

After samples were coated with SOG they were cut into 3*6-mm pieces and 

placed face down into a small piece of parafilm wax on a glass slide. A rectangular piece 

of parafilm with a 1.5*1.5 mm square cut-out was wrapped around the sample and the 

slide, where the square cut-out was placed over the backside of the silicon sample. Care 

was taken to center the square over the back of the sample and to cover the bottom half of 

the glass slide. A hot air gun was used to seal the wax to the sample and the slide. After 

masking, the sample was placed in a teflon beaker containing the pre-etch acid solution. 

The wax was used to mask the silicon sample and the glass slide from the pre-etch. 

Samples were etched in the acid solution until ~350-^m of the ~500-|j.m thick silicon 

sample was etched off. Etch rates were typically ~ 20 ^m/min and determined by etching 

through several dummy silicon samples of known thickness every time the pre-etch 

solution was mixed. Pre-etching was done under constant agitation (magnet stirrer) to 
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keep solution flowing across exposed silicon and prevent the formation of air bubbles 

that can reduce the etch rate. Removing the glass slide from the acid solution and placing 

it into a beaker of ethanol stopped etching. 

After the pre-etch step, the parafilm wax was heated and removed, and the 

samples were degreased with trichloroethelyne, acetone, methanol, and de-ionized water 

(as described in section 2.10). Samples were then placed faced down into a drop of liquid 

polyethylene on glass slides. The polyethylene was used both as a glue and as a mask: the 

SOG was only effective as an EDP stop for a few hours after which it etched away. The 

sides and exposed side of the samples were coated with the polyethylene, except for the 

pre-etch crater. After coating, the polyethylene was dried on a hot plate at 120°C for 

several minutes to remove the solvent, which was primarily toluene. After drying the 

polyethylene made a solid clear coating over the sample (except for the pre-etch crater). 

Teflon tape was then wrapped around the sample and the slide so that only the pre-etch 

crater was exposed. The teflon tape was used to cover the polyethylene: it was found that 

the polyethylene slowly dissolves when the hot EDP solution is flowing across it, where 

it doesn't dissolve if it is covered. The wrapped slides were placed in a quartz basket and 

lowered into the EDP, which was held at 115°C in a close quartz reflux system with 

water-cooled top portion to reduce the loss of water through evaporation. To keep the 

solution flowing across the etch-pit and to keep gas bubble from forming, the sample was 

under constant agitation in the EDP solution using N2 gas bubbles and a magnetic stirrer. 

The N2 gas was also used to keep the EDP solution under a constant N2 atmosphere, since 

the moisture in air changes the chemistry of the EDP and thereby reduces the etch rate. 
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When the EDP had etched down to the B etch-stop layer in the samples, a 

transparent ~2*2-mm window appeared in the center of the samples (this took -2-3-hrs). 

Then the samples were removed from the EDP bath and placed in ethanol to stop the 

etching. After this the teflon tape was removed and the slide, with the sample, was placed 

in toluene. It was found that leaving the slide in the ethanol for ~10-min made the teflon 

tape and polyethylene easier to remove. To remove the sample from the slides, slides 

were placed into the toluene (with the sample side facing down) solution at a slight angle, 

such that the sample was not touching the bottom of the beaker but no more than 2-cm 

from the bottom. When the toluene dissolved the polyethylene the samples fell off the 

slide to the bottom of the beaker with the window side facing up. The samples were then 

gently cleaned in trichloroethelyne, then acetone, and then methanol to remove any 

additional polyethylene and degrease the samples. Heating the solvents (below the 

boiling point) made the removal of the polyethylene more efficient. The final cleaning 

step was a HF/EfeO dip (5%) to remove the SOG. 



CHAPTER 3 

INTERACTIONS DURING DEFECT CREATION 

3.1 Introduction 

To induce the spatial separation that results in the net-defect excess of both 

vacancies and interstitials, shown in Fig.2.2.4 to 2.2.8, silicon was implanted with high-

energy (MeV) Si ions and to high-doses (1016/cm2). This implant dose adds 

approximately 10-monolayers of silicon to the substrate. Because of the large amount of 

damage introduced by this high-dose, MeV implant, silicon substrates were initially held 

at an elevated temperature (~300°C) during implantation to assure that the substrate 

remained crystalline. Implantation at elevated temperatures suppresses the formation of 

amorphous regions by promoting local recombination of damage [Holland 84, and 

section 2.6]. Although implantation under these extreme conditions (high energy, high 

dose, and elevated temperature) is desirable for the formation of the large vacancy-rich 

region under investigation, it also resulted in another interesting effect. For instance, 

Fig.3.1 shows the concentration profile of an Sb DSL implanted with 2-MeV Si ions to a 

dose of 1016/cm2 at a substrate temperature of 300°C. Included in the figure is an initial or 

as-grown Sb profile for comparison. A very large amount of Sb diffusion has occurred 

60 
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Figure 3.1 SIMS concentration profile of Sb DSL substrates comparing an 
as-grown to an as-implanted - with 2-MeV Si-ions to a dose of 1016/cm2 at 
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Figure 3.2 SIMS concentration profile of B DSLs, comparing an as-grown 
to an as-implanted — with 2-MeV Si-ions to a dose of 1016/cm2 at 300°C. 
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during implantation. Extrapolation of the diffusivity of Sb to this low temperature, 

indicates that the thermal diffusion length of Sb at 300°C for the time of the implant is 

less than 10"8 A [Fair 81]. Therefore, a tremendous amount of enhanced Sb diffusion has 

occurred during implantation. Similarly, a 2-MeV, 1016/cm2 Si implant into a B DSL 

substrate at 300°C results in a large amount of B diffusion, Fig.3.2. 

In this chapter the diffusion of the Sb and B markers during implantation is 

investigated. Using the current models of B and Sb diffusion, it will be shown that the 

diffusion of these dopants, at temperatures < 400°C can be explained within the 

framework of previously developed models for atomic transport during implantation (or 

irradiation). 

3.2 Atomic transport during implantation 

Atomic transport during irradiation has been extensively studied in metal 

substrates. The mechanisms responsible for the atomic transport during implantation can 

be generally described as ion beam mixing. The effect of temperature on atomic mixing 

is crucial in identifying the mechanism of the observed diffusion [Myers 80]. Three 

temperature regimes can be differentiated. At low temperatures, in which dopant-defect 

complexes are not mobile (usually below 25°C in silicon), the diffusion of atoms is 

dominated by collisional mixing. In this regime the atoms migrate by repeated 

displacements due to successive collisions within the cascades of collisions induced by 

the implanted ions. Collisional mixing is independent of substrate temperature and only 
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dependent on the material properties of the substrate, such as atomic mass, atomic 

number, and the effective displacement energy of the atoms [Matteson 81, 81b]. 

For implantation at temperatures at which dopant-defect complexes are mobile 

(usually above 25 °C), atomic mixing is dominated by radiation enhanced diffusion 

(RED): enhanced diffusion of dopants due to the defects that are generated during 

implantation [Myers 80]. In this temperature regime, the large concentration of point 

defects produced by the implanted ions enhance the probability for a dopant atom to pair 

with either a silicon interstitial or a vacancy. Because the defects created during 

implantation are mobile they can anneal out by various mechanisms, such as migration to 

surfaces or internal sinks, and direct recombination of interstitials and vacancies. Thus 

the supersaturation of defects during implantation is dependent on the rate of generation 

(related to dose rate) and the annealing rate [Dienes 58]. These rates depend on the 

mobility of the defects and therefore on substrate temperature. Enhanced dopant diffusion 

in silicon during proton implantation has been previously reported for B-doped layers 

[Nelson 69] and for B-, P-, and As-doped layers [Master 78], where implant temperatures 

were greater than 500°C. The diffusion of Sb [Gamo 70] and B [Schork 91] during self-

implantation at temperatures greater than 500°C has also been reported. 

The diffusion observed during implantation at very high temperatures (greater 

than 1000°C) is dominated by equilibrium diffusion; i. e. thermally generated defects. In 

this temperature regime defects from different cascades do not interact because the 

cascade associated with each ion is annealed quickly and independently of the other 

cascades during implantation [Pelaz 98b]. The residual damage is small and the 
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concentration of defects is dominated by the thermally generated defects and is dependent 

on implantation temperature. Thus, dopant diffusion during implantation at these 

temperatures will resemble equilibrium diffusion. 

3.3 Experimental methods 

Sb and B DSL were used as marker layer test structures. The samples were 

implanted with 2-MeV 28Si+ ions to a dose of 1014, 1015, or 1016 /cm2, using a rastered 

beam current of 0.22 jaA/cm2. The projected range of this 2-MeV Si implant is 

approximately 1900 nm, predicted by TRIM [Ziegler 85]. Samples were heated to various 

temperatures on the implant holder by an internal electric heater prior to implantation. 

The sample temperature during implantation was 25, 80, 115, 200, 300, or 400°C. The 

temperature was monitored by a thermocouple that was clamped onto the surface of a 

dummy sample placed alongside the samples of interest. In this way beam heating was 

monitored and determined to be negligible. Dopant profiles were measured by SIMS. 

Another set of experiments was performed to investigate the diffusion during 

implantation with 40-keV Si ions. DSL samples of Sb and B were implanted with 40-keV 

Si" ions to a dose of 1014/cm2 and 1016/cm2 at a substrate temperature of 300°C. The 

projected range of the 40-keV Si implant is 100-nm [Eaglesham 94, Stolk 97]. After 

implantation, samples were analyzed by SIMS. 
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To help interpret experimental results, an atomistic simulator (DADOS) [Jariaz 

98] was used as described in chapter 2. The main use of the simulation in these 

experiments was to qualitatively determine trends in native defect interactions during 

implantation under various conditions. 

3.4 Experimental observations 

In order to determine the mechanism responsible for the diffusion of Sb and B 

markers during implantation in Fig.3.1 and 3.2, it is first necessary to determine the 

temperature dependence of the diffusion during implantation. Figure 3.3 and 3.4 contain 

Sb and B concentration profiles, respectively, for DSL samples implanted with 2-MeV Si 

ions to a dose of 1016/cm2 at 115, 200, 400°C. There are several observations of interest 

in these figures. First, a temperature dependence in the diffusion during implantation of 

the Sb and B markers is observed. Profiles of these markers implanted at 25°C show no 

measurable amount of diffusion. However, the temperature-dependent behavior is not the 

same for Sb and B. For instance, B diffusion is observed between 25 and 115°C, while Sb 

diffusion is not observed until the implant temperature is between 115 and 200°C. The 

difference at low temperatures between the Sb and B is shown more clearly in Fig.3.6a 

and 3.6b, where the concentration profile for one Sb and B marker is shown after 

implantation at 80°C. While no measurable amount of Sb diffusion is observed at 80°C 

(Fig.3.6a), there is an appreciable amount of B diffusion at this temperature (Fig.3.6b). 
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Figure 3.6 SIMS concentration profile of one (a) Sb- and (a) B-marker, as-
grown and as-implanted - with 2-MeV Si-ions to a dose of 1016/cm2 

atc80°C. 

In addition to the temperature dependence, Sb and B diffusion during 

implantation is dependent on implant dose. Figures 3.7 and 3.8 contain the concentration 

profiles of B and Sb DSLs (respectively) implanted with 2-MeV Si ions at 300°C for 

various doses. The amount of diffusion is observed to increase for both Sb and B as the 

dose is increased. However, the amount by which the diffusion is increasing with dose is 

different for Sb and B. While the B diffusion appears to increase somewhat incrementally 

with implant dose steps, the Sb diffusion appears to increase only slightly from 1014 to 

1015/cm2 and much more drastically between the 1015 and 1016/cm2 implants. 

The diffusion during implantation is also observed to have a-depth dependence 

due to implant energy. Fig.3.8a and 3.8b are the B and Sb DSL profiles, respectively, 

implanted with 40-keV Si ions at 300°C. Also included in the figure is the interstitial or 
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vacancy profile of these implants as predicted by MARLOWE [Robinson 74]. Similar to 

the MeV implanted case, both Sb and B markers are observed to diffuse during 

implantation. However, it is interesting to note that a measurable amount of diffusion 

only occurs for the dopant markers that are within the damage volume of the 40-keV 

implant. 

3.5 Discussion 

3.5.1 Diffusion mechanism 

Since the diffusion length of a substitutional Sb and B atom is too small to be 

measured for the temperature and times of the implant (<1-A for both Sb and B), 

equilibrium diffusion at the implant temperature can immediately be ruled out as the 

dominant mechanism of the observed diffusion. As discussed above, profile broadening 

due to collisional mixing is independent of implant temperature. The observed 

temperature dependence in Fig.3.3 and Fig.3.4, along with the fact that no measurable 

amount of diffusion is detected for the 25°C data, demonstrates that cascade mixing is not 

the dominate mechanism and is negligible in the above experiment. It is therefore likely 

that the effect observed in these experiments is RED. However, implantation at high 

doses creates large concentrations of defects that evolve into clusters during 

recombination, where these clusters emit defects during annealing. The defects that form 

these clusters during annealing are the net-defect excess [see sec. 2.6]. To demonstrate 

that the enhanced diffusion observed during implantation is not the just annealing out of 

the net-defect excess from clusters at the temperature of the implant, it is necessary to 

demonstrate that implantation at low temperatures followed by post-implant annealing 
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results in a different diffusion behavior. In the next chapter it will be shown that 

implantation at 60°C followed by high-temperature annealing (800°C) of the damage 

results in much less Sb diffusion than is observed in the above figures, and relatively no 

B diffusion. Thus, the enhanced diffusion during implantation of the Sb and B markers is 

not due to the net-excess defects, but the interstitials and vacancies that are created during 

implantation, prior to defect recombination, and is therefore RED. 

3.5.2 Understanding Sb and B RED 

The determination of reliable diffusivities for the temperature and dose 

dependence of the Sb and B RED is dubious due to a number of complicating factors in 

the experimental data and complexities of interaction within the collision cascades. For 

instance, the diffusion is observed to be non-Fickian in nature, demonstrated by the low-

concentration exponential tails. Similar diffusion behavior has been previously observed 

in low-temperature studies of B diffusion during oxidation [Cowern 91], and is indicative 

of a minority population of mobile dopants that have large migration lengths. Also, 

immobile peaks in both the Sb and B diffusion profiles are evident in these data (Fig. 3.3, 

3.4, 3.7a and 3.7b), indicative of dopant clustering. The processes of defect 

recombination, defect clustering, defect trapping, and dopant-defect interactions, which 

all take place during implantation at elevated temperatures, also complicate the accurate 

fitting of the RED profiles 

To gain further insight into the mechanisms that are occurring during implantation 

at elevated temperatures that result in the observed RED, an atomistic simulator [Jaraiz 
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Figure 3.9 Atomistic simulation results of the vacancy, interstitial, and 
interstitial-B (Bi) hop concentration during a 2-MeV, 1016/cm2 Si implant 
into silicon at (a) 25°C and (b) 300°C. 

98] was used.3 The simulation results for a 2-MeV, l*1016/cm2 Si implant at 25°C and at 

300°C into a B DSL sample are shown in Fig.3.9, where the concentrations of time-

integrated diffusion hops of isolated interstitials, vacancies, and interstitial B atoms (Bi) 

occurring during implantation are plotted versus depth. The concentration of Bi hops is 

proportional to the diffusivity of B, the concentration of interstitial and vacancy hops is 

proportional to the time-averaged concentration of these free, mobile point defects 

[Olander 76]. The simulation results show that for the same energy and dose, implantation 

at 300°C results in only a slightly larger concentration of mobile interstitials and 

vacancies than occurs for implantation at 25°C. However, B diffusion only occurs for the 

elevated temperature implant, indicating that the onset of this diffusion is not only 

controlled by the availability of mobile defects. To clarify, B diffuses by interacting with 

' With the assistance of Lourdes Pelaz and George Gilmer. 
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interstitials (B + I o BI). Its diffusivity is determined by the concentration of BI pairs 

and the diffusivity of these pairs, 

D „ = d B , ^ L [3.1] 
^ B 

However, CBI = k CICB, where k is the rate constant for the BI reaction. Therefore 

D B I = d B l C I k [3-2] 

Thus the diffusivity of B is proportional to the concentration of free interstitials. The 

simulation results above indicate that there is only a small difference between the 

concentration of free interstitials during implantation at 300°C than at 25°C, while there 

is a much larger difference in the diffusivity of B. 

To explain the behavior of B RED, it is necessary to consider the detailed 

mechanism involved in the migration of B in silicon. From the recent analysis of Zhou, et 

al., [Zhu 96] the BI complex, which can easily form in the presence of the large 

concentration of interstitials created during implantation, is a low mobility configuration. 

To reach a higher mobility configuration, the complex must surmount an energy barrier 

of ~leV, shown schematically in Fig.3.10 to become the very mobile Bi. Once in an 

interstitial position, the B atom has a low barrier to migration, 0.3eV. Considering that 

the 1016/cm2 implant takes approximately 103-s (1.5-hr), a BI complex, with vibrational 

frequency of 1013/s, makes 1016 attempts to surmount the leV barrier. At 25°C, the 

probability of any BI pair surmounting the energy barrier is ~1 (i.e. exp[-Em/kT] is -10" 

16). Therefore the minimum temperature at which B will exhibit RED, for the above 
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Figure 3.10 Schematic energy diagram for B diffusion, from Zhou analysis 
[Zhou 96] 

implant conditions, is 25°C. This result is consistent with the experimental observation 

that B RED occurs above 25°C (Fig.3.4 and Fig.3.6). 

Although the simulation used in the above discussion only considers the diffusion 

of the dopant B, similar arguments can be made for the diffusion of Sb. In the case of Sb 

however, diffusion is mediated by pairing with vacancies. During implantation large 

concentrations of vacancies are generated which can easily pair with substitutional Sb 

atoms [Nelson 98]. The diffusion of Sb is thus determined by the migration barrier to the 

Sb-V pair diffusion, which has been calculated and measured to be approximately 1.45eV 

[Nelson 98, Hirata 69]. Using the same analysis as in the case of B, the minimum 

substrate temperature for SbV pair diffusion to occur would thus be 150°C. This 

conclusion is consistent with the experimental data, which shows that Sb RED occurs 

between 100 and 200°C, Fig.3.3. 
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Figure 3.11 Interstitial and vacancy hop concentration in silicon during a 
2-MeV, 1016/cm2 Si implant as a function of substrate temperature. 

3.5.3 Temperature dependence 

Once the substrate temperature is large enough that pair diffusion becomes 

probable, the amount of diffusion that occurs is dependent on the number of times that a 

dopant can pair with a defect, which is determined by the availability of free defects. 

Since B diffuses by pairing with interstitials, and Sb with vacancies, the enhanced B (Sb) 

diffusivity is proportional to the number of interstitial (vacancy) hops per lattice site, 

which is a measure of the number of opportunities for a dopant atom to pair with a 

interstitial (vacancy). Figure 3.11 is a plot of the simulation results that show the average 

concentration of interstitial and vacancy hops during a 2-MeV, 1016/cm2 Si implanted 

into a silicon at substrate temperatures ranging from 25 to 500°C. The increase in defect 

hops with increased temperature indicates that more defects are available to pair with 

dopants during implantation at higher substrate temperature. In the simulation, it is 
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assumed that the number of interstitial and vacancy pairs produced in each cascade is 

independent of the implant temperature. The difference in the number of free interstitial 

or vacancy hops is explained by the presence of defect traps and by the clustering of 

defects. At low temperatures, interstitials and vacancies generated during implantation 

can agglomerate into small immobile clusters and/or be trapped by C [Song 90] or O 

[Corbett 61], respectively, which are intrinsic in the MBE-grown silicon to 

concentrations of 1017 to 1018/cm3. As the implant temperature is increased, defects are 

released from these traps and from small clusters as they anneal; for example vacancy-

oxygen and vacancy-vacancy pairs anneal above 300°C [Watkins 65]. 

3.5.4 Dose dpendence 

The amount of defects that are available to pair with dopants during implantation 

increases with increasing implant dose, at a given temperature. Figure 3.12 is a plot of the 

average interstitial or vacancy hops in the region of the DSL markers as a function of 

dose for a 2-MeV Si implant at a substrate temperature of 300°C. Since the temperature 

of the substrate is at a temperature at which SbV and BI pair diffusion is probable, these 

simulation results predict that the amount of RED that these dopant exhibit would 

increase with implant dose, in agreement with the experimental results shown in Fig.3.7. 

Because of the competition between recombination, defect clustering, and trapping, it is 

not surprising that the RED does not increase linear with dose, or that the amount of 

increase would not be the same for Sb and B, since they diffuse by different mechanisms. 
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Figure 3.12 Interstitial and vacancy hop concentration in silicon during a 
2-MeV Si implant at 300°C as function of dose. 

3.5.5 Clustering of the dopant markers 

The immobile fraction of the Sb and B peaks in Fig.3.3 and 3.4 are indications 

that clustering of these dopants has occurred during the 2-MeV Si implants. Atomistic 

simulations have previously suggested that the clustering of ion implanted B proceeds 

from a precursor complex of B and silicon interstitial atoms (BI2) which forms during 

implantation in the presence of the high concentrations of silicon interstitials and 

vacancies that exist before recombination [Pelaz 97]. The presence of B clusters in the 

RED data is thus consistent with this model. Defect-assisted Sb clustering has also been 

observed in implanted Sb profiles. Investigations by Weyer, et al, [Weyer 80] 

demonstrate that the fraction of deactivated Sb in an Sb-implanted profile after annealing 

at low temperature (<850°C) is predominantly found in Sb-V complexes, and at higher 
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temperatures (>850°C) in precipitates of higher order Sb-V complexes. In the 

experiments presented in this chapter, the large concentrations of vacancies created 

during implantation can readily pair with substitutional Sb atoms, and the mobile 

vacancies can make these Sb-V pairs grow to higher order clusters during implantation, 

similar to the case of B clustering. 

3.5.6 Energy dependence 

Since the RED of Sb and B is due to the large concentration of defects created at a 

slightly elevated temperatures, the effect should not be unique to MeV implantation. 

Indeed, Fig.3.8a and Fig.3.8b show that this effect also occurs for a 40-keV Si implant at 

300°C. However, the difference in this case is that only the dopant markers that are with-

in the damage volume of the implant demonstrate a measurable amount of RED. This 

effect is also shown by simulation in Figure 3.13, where the vacancy-, interstitial-, and 

Bi- hop concentration during a 40-keV Si implant into a B DSL sample at 300°C to a 

dose of 1014/cm2 and 1016/cm2 is plotted versus depth. For the diffusion of B (the Bx-

hops), the depth dependence tracks the interstitial-hop concentration profile. The defect-

hop profile only extends as far as the damage profile of the 40-keV Si implant, as 

predicted by MARLOWE. Thus the defects that are created during implantation are 

mobile, and able to enhance dopant diffusion for only short times and distances after 

creation, due to rapid recombination and/or trapping. However, the RED of B is 
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Figure 3.13 Interstitial, vacancy, and interstitial B hop concentration as a 
function of depth during a 40-keV Si implant at 300°C to a dose of (a) 
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observed to occur approximately 100-nm deeper than it does for Sb during a 40-keV Si 

implant at 300°C, Fig.3.8. Since the migration barrier to Sb diffusion is larger than it is 

for B diffusion (-1.4 vs leV), a higher concentration of vacancies is needed to cause the 

Sb diffusion than the concentration of interstitials needed to result in a similar 

enhancement in B diffusion. Thus, the difference in depth between the Sb and B RED is 

most likely due to the low concentration of vacancies in the tail of the 40-keV profile. 

The lack of injection of defects during implantation, in spite of the fact that both 

interstitials and vacancies can diffuse great distance at 300°C, is due to the effect of 

defect traps in the material, for instance O [Corbett 61] for vacancies and C [Song 90] for 

interstitials. Experiments have shown that interstitials created during a 40-keV Si implant 

(at room temperature) can diffuse microns into silicon during implantation in substrates 

that have very low concentrations of C and O (<1017/cm3) [Larsen 96, Coffa 98, Privitera 

96, 96b]. In those works, interstitial injection was observed to approximately the same 

depth as the RED of B in this work (Fig.3.8), when the same 40-keV Si implant was done 

into silicon substrates with similar C and O content as the MBE material used in this 

work. 

3.5.7 Dose rate dependence 

Part of the temperature dependence of the Sb and B RED is due to the trapping 

and release of defects from clusters that form during implantation at elevated 

temperatures. The formation of clusters during ion implantation is a function of the rate 

of injection of the defects (the dose rate) and the annealing rate of the defects in the ion-
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induced defect cascade, which is dependent on the implant temperature. Therefore, the 

concentration of free defects during implantation (and thus the RED) is also dependent on 

the dose rate of implantation. The effect of dose rate on the concentration of interstitials 

during implantation is shown in Fig.3.14. The figure contains simulation results of the 

interstitial hops per lattice site during implantation into silicon with 10-keV Si ions to a 

dose of 1013/cm2 at substrate temperatures of 27, 400, 600, and 800°C with varying dose 

rates [Pelaz 98]. Included in the figure is the number of interstitials per implanted ion that 

are left after implantation in the form of clusters, i.e. the number of interstitials that 

survive recombination or surface annihilation. The simulation predicts that for 

implantation at 27°C the number of interstitial hops (free interstitial concentration) and 

the number of interstitials in clusters is independent of temperature. At this low 

temperature the majority of the defects within each cascade remain in the sample as the 

next cascade of defects is created. This results in the clustering of interstitials from 

overlapping cascades, where the clusters that are formed are stable at the implant 

temperature. Therefore the concentration of free interstitials during implantation is low 

and independent of generation rate, since all of the defects generated are trapped in 

clusters. Increasing the temperature, however, results in annealing of defects between 

cascades. Therefore, not all of the defects created by each cascade are present when the 

next cascade is made, resulting in less clustering and more free interstitials. Increasing 

the dose rate decreases the time between cascades, which results in less annealing time 

and a large concentration of interstitials present between cascades. Therefore, the number 

of interstitials in clusters increases with increasing dose rate for a fixed 
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Figure 3.14 Total number of interstitial hops per lattice site versus dose 
rate for a 10 keV, 1013/cm2 Si implant (fill circles) at a substrate 
temperature of (a) 27°C, (b) 400°C, (c) 600°C, and (d) 800°C. Open 
circles represent the residual damage after implantation, i.e. the 
interstitials in clusters. 
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temperature, and as a result, the free interstitial concentration decreases simultaneously. 

This behavior is observed at 400°C and more dramatically at 600°C, Fig.3.14. 

Implantation at very high temperatures results in fast annealing of the damage between 

cascades, with very little accumulation of damage. Only at very high dose rates are there 

enough interstitials present between cascades to form clusters. This behavior is shown in 

the 800°C data, in which the concentration of free defects during implantation is high and 

constant for most dose rates, while the concentration of interstitials in clusters is low and 

constant. Only at the highest dose rates the hop concentration decreases and the cluster 

concentration increase. The same arguments can be made for vacancy accumulation 

during implantation. 

To avoid variations due to dose rate effects, the dose rate in all of the Sb and B 

RED experiments presented in this chapter was fixed at -0.22 |aA/cm2. 

3.6 Summary and Conclusions 

In this chapter experimental data on dopant-defect interactions during 

implantation into silicon were presented. The interaction during implantation is the first 

stage of evolution in the near-surface region of MeV-Si-implanted silicon (described in 

the chapter 1), and it is summarized as follows. During implantation large concentrations 

of interstitials and vacancies are created in the cascade of defects induced by the 

implanted ions. Because of their large concentrations, these defects readily pair with 

substitutional dopant atoms: vacancies with Sb and interstitials with B. Interstitials and 

vacancies also interact with each other during implantation, either through recombination 
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or clustering. The probability of the dopant defects pairs to make diffusion hops during 

implantation increases with substrate temperature as ~exp[-Ebame /kT], where Ebamer is the 

energy barrier to dopant-defect migration. Therefore for increased implant temperatures 

(>25°C) RED of dopants in silicon occurs. It was shown that B markers implanted with 

MeV Si ions begin to exhibit RED above 25°C while for Sb makers, under the same 

conditions, RED is observed above 150°C, where the difference is due to the energy 

barrier to migration (~leV versus ~1.4eV, respectively). The amount of RED of the 

dopant markers is also dependent on the availability of the defects generated during the 

implant to pair with the dopant atoms. Increasing the temperature of the substrate during 

implantation increases the amount of annealing between cascades. There are thus more 

defects available to mediate dopant diffusion and less defects trapped in clusters as the 

temperature of implantation is increased. The presence of intrinsic impurities that trap 

and release defects, such as C for interstitials and O for vacancies, which are present in 

the substrates are also responsible for varying the concentration of free defects during 

implantation. 

The significance of the experiments presented in this chapter is that they 

demonstrate that RED of dopants in silicon occurs for only slightly elevated temperature 

implants, 25°C to 400°C. Previous observations of dopant RED have been reported for 

temperatures above 600°C. Those earlier investigations used broad dopant profiles 

created by ion implantation or surface in-diffusion as diffusion markers. The ability to 

detect the RED of Sb and B at the low temperatures used in the experiments described in 

this chapter is due to the fact that the very narrow DSL markers offer much better 
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sensitivity to detect small changes in dopant profiles due to diffusion. The sensitivity of 

these markers is further demonstrated in the next chapter where it is shown that 

implantation into silicon with 2-MeV Si ions at a substrate temperature of 300°C results 

in no measurable amount of RED when broad implanted Sb and B markers are used. 

Because the RED of B and Sb occurs at such low implant temperatures (especially in the 

case of B), a large amount of RED can occur unintentionally due to beam heating effects; 

i.e. substrate temperature rise during implantation due to deposited energy. If this occurs, 

it is easy to think that the diffusion observed after annealing of such a sample is entirely 

due to the net-defect excess created by the implant, where in fact it may be entirely due to 

RED and thus the defects created during implantation. An example of this is presented in 

section 4.2. 



CHAPTER 4 

FREE VACANCY SUPERSATURATIONS 

Introduction 

In this chapter two stages of the native defect evolution in MeV-implanted silicon 

are investigated. The first stage investigated occurs during defect recombination, in 

which diffusion markers of Sb and B are used to quantify the vacancy and interstitial 

supersaturation, respectively, during post-implant annealing on MeV Si implanted 

silicon. The second stage investigated occurs after recombination, when clusters of 

vacancies have formed. Dopant diffusion markers are also used to measure the free 

vacancy supersaturation determined by the clusters during annealing. The first set of 

experiments discussed in this chapter were designed to determine if any appreciable 

interaction occurs between the shallow vacancy excess and the much deeper interstitial 

excess created by the MeV Si implant. 

4.1 Interaction of vacancy and interstitial supersaturations 

4.1.1 Introduction 

The first set of experiments present in this chapter were designed to measure the 

interaction between the vacancy and interstitial supersaturations created by a MeV Si 

86 
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implant into silicon. Implanted Sb and B dopant markers were used to measure the free 

vacancy and interstitial supersaturations (respectively) during high-temperature annealing 

of MeV-implanted silicon. The silicon substrates used in this investigation contained a 

buried SK>2 layer. The purpose of the buried oxide was to isolate the near-surface 

vacancy excess from the deeper interstitial excess created by the MeV Si implant. As 

mentioned in chapter 1, a buried oxide has been shown to act as an effective diffusion 

barrier to interstitials [Celler 89, Tsoukalas 93]. 

4.1.2 Experimental Methods 

Diffusion markers were prepared by a sequence of amorphizing implants followed 

by dopant implantation and solid phase epitaxial growth (SPE) as follows. Bulk silicon 

(Float zone (FZ) quality) and silicon-on-insulator (SOI) wafers, both oriented in the (100) 

direction, were used in this study. The SOI substrate consisted of 350-nm Si(100) (Cz 

quality) on 450-nm oxide. Wafers were pre-amorphized with a dual Si ion implant of 70 

keV and 140 keV, both to a dose of 6xl014/cm2 at 77 K. Ion channeling measurements 

confirmed that the amorphous layer was continuous to the surface and 300-nm thick. 

Diffusion markers of Sb, (290 keV, 1.8xl013/cm2) or B (30 keV, 1.8xl013/cm2), were 

then implanted into the amorphous layer to a peak depth of 110-nm. The implant energies 

were chosen to place the markers and the damage from the implant well within the 

amorphous region. These doses produced a peak concentration of 2xl018 atoms/cm3 for 

both Sb and B. The crystalline structure was restored by SPE with a 600°C, 1 hour anneal 

in 1 atm of Ar (4% Efe). These pre-amorphization and SPE steps were performed to 
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reduce the channeling tail and to place the dopants on substitutional sites with minimal 

diffusion. A portion of each sample was then implanted with 2-MeV Si ions to a dose of 

lxl016/cm2. Samples were heated to 300°C on the implanted holder and held at this 

temperature during the MeV Si implant to prevent amorphization and promote local 

recombination of defects.* The energy of the MeV Si implant placed the Rp (~1900-nm) 

well beyond the buried oxide in the SOI substrates. The portions of the samples that were 

not implanted with MeV Si ions were control samples. The dopant marker samples were 

then annealed at 1000°C for 20 min or at 800°C for 15 min in Ar (4% H2) in a 

conventional quartz-tube furnace. Concentration profiles of Sb and B were analyzed by 

SIMS. Diffusivities were determined by evolving the initial profiles into the diffused 

profiles with the use of a diffusion simulation routine. 

4.1.3 Experimental observations 

Figure 4.1.1 shows the concentration profiles of the Sb marker sample implanted 

with 2-MeV Si ions and annealed at 1000°C, the as-implanted Sb profile, and the profile 

from the control sample (non-MeV implanted). A large enhancement in Sb diffusivity has 

occurred as a result of the MeV implant, when compared to the control. The time-

averaged diffusivity enhancement of Sb in the MeV implanted sample is approximately 

20x larger than that of the control. This data indicates that a 20x vacancy supersaturation 

results from the MeV implant, time averaged over the duration of the anneal. 

These experiments were done prior to the identification of RED at these low temperatures 
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Figure 4.1.1 Implanted Sb marker in bulk silicon (FZ-Si(lOO)) implanted 
with 2-MeV Si to a dose of 1016/cm2 at 300°C and annealed at 1000°C. 
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Figure 4.1.2 Implanted Sb marker in SOI, implanted with 2-MeV Si to a 
dose of 1016/cm2 at 300°C and annealed at 1000°C. 
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Figure 4.1.2 shows the concentration profiles of the Sb markers in the SOI 

substrate. Similar to the above case (in bulk silicon) a large enhancement in Sb diffusivity 

occurs in the MeV-implanted sample during the 20-min anneal. The time-averaged Sb 

diffusivity enhancement, relative to the control, in the SOI substrate is approximately 

40*. Therefore the vacancy supersaturation induced by the MeV implant is 2* larger in 

the SOI substrate than in the bulk silicon. 

Included in Fig.4.1.2 is the Sb profile from a marker sample implanted with 2 

MeV Si ions and annealing at 1000°C for 60 min. Comparing the profiles in Fig.4.1.2, it 

is observed that the diffusion was larger in the first 20-min of the anneal than it was for 

the next 40-min. By simulating the evolution of the 20-min profile into the 60-min 

profile, a time averaged Sb diffusivity enhancement of 10* is obtained for this 40-min 

period. This is 4x smaller than the average diffusivity over the first 20-min, clearly 

indicating that vacancy supersaturation is decreasing with time and that the diffusion 

enhancement is transient. This result confirmed the first observation of transient 

enhanced diffusion (TED) of Sb as a result of ion implantation and extended that result to 

higher temperatures and to non-MBE grown samples [Eaglesham 97]. 

It must be pointed out that the measured time-averaged Sb diffusivity in the 

control is actually retarded by ~8*, when compared to Sb diffusion under equilibrium 

conditions. This reduction in Sb diffusivity indicates that there is an under-saturation of 

vacancies in the control samples. Since the Sb diffusivity in both the bulk and SOI 

control samples was the same, it is concluded that the initial undersaturation of vacancies 

is the same in both materials. Therefore the buried oxide had a negligible effect on the . 
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intrinsic vacancy concentration in the marker samples. When the ~8* undersaturation of 

vacancies is considered, the time averaged Sb diffiisivity enhancement becomes -2.5*, 

for bulk, and ~4*, for SOI, after a 2-MeV, 1016/cm2 Si implant into silicon and a 20-min 

anneal. 

To measure the interstitial supersaturation under the same implant and annealing 

conditions in which the relative vacancy supersaturation was measured, B dopant markers 

were implanted with 2-MeV Si ions and annealed at 1000°C. Fig.4.1.3 shows the 

concentration profile of the B marker after implantation and annealing. A large diffusion 

of B has occurred during the 1000°C anneal in both the MeV implanted and non-MeV 

implanted samples. However, a very slight reduction in B diffusion for the MeV 

implanted samples is observed when compared to the control (<DBCONTROL> = 4x10~14 cm2/s 

vs <DBMcV> = 3xl0"14 cm2/s). Fig.4.1.4 shows the concentration profile of B implanted 

with MeV Si ions and annealed at 1000°C in a SOI substrate. In this case the profile for 

the MeV-implanted and control implanted profile are coincident (<DB> = 2xl0"14 cm2/s 

for both). It is difficult to use this data to determine if a reduction or enhancement in B 

diffusion has occurred during annealing of the MeV implantation induced defects due to 

the large diffusivity of B at this temperature (@ 1000°C DB ~ 2xl0"14/cm2). For instance 

a transient reduction or enhancement in B diffusion due to MeV induced defects could 

have occurred during the early stages of annealing (for times < 20 min) and would have 

been lost in the large amount of equilibrium diffusion that occurs afterwards. To observe 

any transient it is necessary to either reduce the time or the temperature of the anneal. 
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Figure 4.1.3 Implanted B marker in bulk silicon (FZ-Si(lOO)), implanted 
with 2-MeV Si to a dose of 1016/cm2 at 300°C and annealed at 1000°C. 
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Figure 4.1.4 Implanted B marker in SOI, implanted with 2-MeV Si to a 
dose of 1016/cm at 300°C and annealed at 1000°C. 
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Figure 4.1.5 shows the concentration profiles for B markers with and without a 2 

MeV Si+ implant and annealed at 800°C for 15 min. In this case, the profile from the 

MeV implanted sample shows much less diffusion than that of the control sample. A 10x 

reduction in time-averaged diffusivity of B is measured: <DBCONTROL> = 2.2x10"14 cm2/s vs 

<DBM6V> = 2.2x10"15 cm2/s (+/- 0.3x10"14). When compared to the boron diffusion under 

equilibrium conditions at 800°C (Deq
B = 4.5x10"17 cm2/s [Fair 81]), the diffusivity of 

the control marker is approximately 500x enhanced, while the enhancement is only 50x 

for the MeV-implanted maker. Therefore, the enhancement in interstitial supersaturation 

in the control sample is greatly reduced when an MeV Si implant is superimposed 

(Fig.4.1.5). Since both the Sb and B markers were prepared in the same way, it follows 

that the interstitial supersaturation observed in the B control markers must also be the 

cause of the observed vacancy undersaturation in the Sb control samples, due to 

interstitial-vacancy recombination. To investigate the source of the interstitial 

supersaturation, samples at different stages of annealing were investigated by XTEM. 

Figure 4.1.6 shows XTEM micro-graphs of the Sb marker sample after a 1000°C anneal 

both without (a) and with (b) the 2-MeV Si implant prior to the anneal. The ring-like 

features that appear near the surface in 6a are interstitial dislocation loops. These 

extended defects have been shown to form near the original amorphous-crystal interface 

of a re-grown amorphous layers [Jones 88] due to the large interstitial supersaturation 

induced by the amorphizing implant. These defects are a result of the pre-amorphization 

steps that were used to make the dopant diffusion markers. The dislocation loops are 
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Figure 4.1.5 Implanted B marker in bulk silicon (FZ-Si(lOO)), implanted 
with 2-MeV Si to a dose of 101<5/cm2 at 300°C and annealed at 800°C. 

gone in the samples that are implanted with the MeV Si ions prior to annealing, 

(Fig.4.1.6b) consistent with the above diffusion observations. 

4.1.4 Discussion and conclusions 

The presence of the interstitial-dislocation loops indicates that the processes used 

to create the dopant markers induced a large interstitial supersaturation. These excess 

interstitials resulted in an enhanced B diffusion and retarded Sb diffusion in the control 

samples during annealing. The interstitial supersaturation was eliminated by 

superimposing a 2-MeV Si implant in both the bulk and SOI substrates. Thus, the 

enhanced Sb diffusion is only enhanced relative to the control, and similarly the reduced 

B diffusion is measured only relative to the control. In other words, the above experiment 

is actually measuring the interaction of excess defects from the low-energy and high-
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energy implants used, demonstrating one limitation of using implanted dopant markers as 

defect detectors. In order to measure the native defects only induced by the MeV implant 

it is necessary to have a defect detector that is not also a source of defects. An additional 

limitation of the implanted dopant markers is that they are relatively broad profiles, on 

the order of 100-nm, making small changes in due to diffusion difficult to detect. For 

instance, in the previous section it was shown that implantation of Sb and B markers with 

2-MeV Si ions at an elevated temperature resulted in a radiation enhanced diffusion 

(RED) of the dopant markers. No measurable amount of RED was detected when the 

implanted dopant markers were implanted with 2-MeV Si ions at the same temperature 

(300°C). The fact that RED was not detected in this experiment is due to the poor 

sensitivity of broad implanted dopant markers as defect detectors. Although the above 

experiment is not ideal for quantifying the supersaturation of vacancies and interstitials in 

the near surface region of MeV-implanted silicon, it does demonstrate that larger vacancy 

excess results when the interstitial excess (near Rp) is eliminated. The difference is due to 

the buried oxide acting as a diffusion barrier to these deep interstitials, preventing them 

from interacting with the vacancy excess. 
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4.2 Thin window DSL experiments 

4.2.1 Introduction 

In the previous section it was concluded that in order to accurately measure the 

free-defect concentrations in the near surface region of MeV-implanted silicon it is 

necessary make dopant markers that do not induced additional implant damage and to 

have samples in which the Rp defects could be isolated. The DSL markers used to 

investigate RED in the chapter 3 would seem ideal for these studies, since they are made 

without adding any additional defects and they give excellent sensitivity to small changes 

in diffusion. However, isolation of the Rp interstitials in these samples is difficult. Before 

it was possible to grow the DSL structures with a buried oxide, alternative methods for 

achieving the desired isolation were developed. One such method, which seemed 

promising, was to create very thin DSL window structures by chemically etching the 

backside of a bulk DSL substrate. The final structure is thus a thin window of silicon 

containing the DSL markers in which implanted ions could pass through. Thus in these 

structures the Rp defects are completely removed. The results from experiments involving 

these DSL/window structures are discussed below. 

4.2.2 Experimental methods 

Sb and B DSL were grown by LT-MBE on the surface of a Si-(IOO) substrate, and 

were used as diffusion markers. Each marker was grown 10-nm thick, with a 

concentration of 1019 Sb/cm3 or 2xl018 B/cm3 with a 100-nm silicon layer between and a 
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Figure 4.2.1 Schematic of DSL window structure. Illustration of (a) SIMS 
analysis of window region and (b) bulk region. 

50-nm surface-capping layer. Before growth of the diffusion markers on some substrates, 

a high concentration B etch-stop layer, 20-nm thick with 4xl020 B/cm3, was grown. 

Sample were cut into 3mmx6mm pieces, and a 2mmx2mm thin DSL window was etched 

out in the center of each piece (details described in section 2.13). The final structure was 

a thin-window containing the DSL in the center of a bulk structure, Fig.4.2.1. These 

samples were implanted with 2-MeV Si ions to a dose of 1016/cm2 at a substrate 

temperature of 60°C. This slightly elevated temperature assured that the sample remained 

crystalline during this high-dose implant. After implantation samples were annealed at 

800°C for 900-s in a quartz-tube furnace under flowing Ar (1.5 1pm). Samples that 

received the same anneal but were not implanted with MeV ions were used as controls. 

After annealing, samples were analyzed by SIMS. As-implanted samples were also 
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analyzed to check for RED. To determine the effect of isolating interstitials, comparison 

between thin window structures and bulk structures was carried out by analyzing on and 

off the window of the same samples, respectively, shown in Fig.4.2.1. 

4.2.3 Experimental results 

Figure 4.2.2 shows the concentration profile of Sb DSL/window samples with and 

without a 2-MeV Si, 1016/cm2 implant and annealed at 820°C for 900-s. When compared 

to the control samples, a large enhancement in Sb diffusion is observed in the MeV-

implanted sample. The enhancement in diffusivity can be quantified by using the 

diffusion simulation routine (section 2.11) to simulate the diffusion of the initial (as-

grown) profile into the diffused profile and extracting a time-averaged diffusivity from 

this fit. By comparing the diffusivity measured for each marker of the MeV implanted 

sample to those of the control sample, a time-averaged diffusivity enhancement was 

determined. The enhancements for each marker in the profiles in Fig.4.2.2 are plotted as a 

function of marker depth in Fig.4.2.3. The MeV implant and 820°C anneal resulted in a 

30* to 40* enhancement in the time-averaged Sb diffusivity in the DSL/window 

structure. Figure 4.2.4 is the concentration profile of the bulk part of the Sb DSL/window 

samples, i.e. the analysis was done on the bulk part of the sample. The time-averaged 

enhancement in Sb diffusion for the bulk analysis is also shown in Fig.4.2.2. The Sb 

markers closest to the surface in the DSL/window structures are enhanced ~2* larger 

than the bulk markers, demonstrating only a slightly larger vacancy supersaturation due 

to the window isolation. 
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Figure 4.2.2 Sb DSL/window sample implanted with 2-MeV Si-ions to a 
dose of 1016/cm2 at 60°C and annealed at 820°C for 15-min, window 
analysis. 
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Figure 4.2.3 Time-averaged Sb diffusivity enhancements (compared to 
controls) for Sb markers in Fig.4.2.1 and Fig.4.2.4 
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Figure 4.2.4 Sb DSL/window sample implanted with 2-MeV Si-ions to a 
dose of 1016/cm2 at 60°C and annealed at 820°C for 15-min, bulk analysis. 

To measure the interstitial supersaturation in the near-surface region of MeV 

implanted silicon, DSL/window structures were made that contained B DSLs. Figure 

4.2.5 shows the concentration profiles of B DSL/window structures implanted with 2-

MeV Si ions to a dose of 1016/cm2 and annealed at 820°C for 15-min. A high B 

background is observed in these window samples, making accurate diffusivities difficult 

to determine. The high concentration B peak at 700-nm is the grown-in etchstop. Figure 

4.2.6 shows the bulk analysis of the B profiles of the implanted and annealed B 

DSL/window structures. Comparing the profile from the control sample to that of the 

MeV implanted sample it is clear that no additional B diffusion has occurred as a result of 

the MeV implant. 
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Figure 4.2.5 B DSL/window sample implanted with 2-MeV Si-ions to a 
dose of 1016/cm2 at 60°C and annealed at 820°C for 15-min, window 
analysis. 
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Figure 4.2.6 B DSL/window sample implanted with 2-MeV Si-ions to a 
dose of 1016/cm2 at 60°C and annealed at 820°C for 15-min, bulk analysis. 
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Quantitative analysis of the B DSL/window structures is difficult because the high 

B background in window data, Fig.4.2.5. However, the data from the bulk analysis of 

these samples (Fig.4.2.6) demonstrates that even in the presence of the deep interstitial 

excess, the B markers exhibit no enhanced diffusion after a 2-MeV Si implant and 820°C 

anneal, relative to the control sample. The experiment in section 4.1 demonstrated that 

the isolation of the deep interstitial resulted in a larger supersaturation of vacancies in the 

near-surface region, which suggests that interstitials were injected from Rp of the MeV 

implant during annealing and annihilated some of the shallow vacancy excess. 

Substitutional B has been shown to trap interstitials in silicon. Therefore, it is possible 

that the high-concentration B etch stop layer acted as a barrier to interstitials from Rp 

during annealing, similar to a buried SiC>2 layer. 

To determine if the etch stop layer was also a interstitial-stop layer, a B DSL 

markers grown without a buried etch stop were implanted with 2-MeV Si ions and 

annealed. Figure 4.2.7 shows that concentrations profiles of B DSL samples implanted 

with 2-MeV ions to a dose of 1016/cm3 and annealed at 820°C for 15-min. The samples in 

this experiment did not contain the high-concentration etch-stop layer. The sample 

temperature during implantation was held at 60°C, however it rose to ~100°C during 

implantation. This temperature rise led to a small amount of RED of the dopant markers, 

observed in Fig.4.2.7 and Fig.4.2.8. To determine the enhancement in B diffusion, and 

the interstitial supersaturation, accurately it is necessary to evolve the as-implanted 

profile into the implanted and annealed profile in the simulation routine. When this is 

done, a time-average diffusivity enhancement for the B markers after MeV implantation 
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Figure 4.2.7 B DSL sample implanted with 2-MeV Si-ions to a dose of 
1016/cm2 at 60°C and annealed at 820°C for 15 min. 
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and annealing is determined (Fig.4.2.9). The time-averaged Sb diffusivity enhancements 

from the bulk part of the DSL/window samples (Fig.4.2.3) are also included in Fig.4.2.9. 

The data demonstrates that very little enhancement in B diffusion has occurred during 

annealing of the MeV implant damage, thus there is relatively no interstitial 

supersaturation in the near surface region of the MeV implant. However, a very large 

(~30x) vacancy supersaturation is present in this near surface region, as indicated by the 

enhancement in Sb diffusion. 

4.2.4 Discussion and conclusions 

The large background B concentration in the window samples (Fig.4.2.5) is most 

likely an artifact from sample preparation. Many etch-pits are formed during chemical 

etching of the sample. These etch-pits may reflect holes in the etch masks or the 

dislocation density in the grown-in buried etch-stop - the chemical etchant used is known 

to etch preferentially along dislocations and other extended defects [Cheung 80, Reisman 

79]. Thus during SIMS analysis it is probably that the measured profiles are a 

convolution of B from the markers and from the etch-stop layer. 

Despite the difficulties with the B DSL/window experiments it is clear from the 

bulk Sb and B DSL experiments that the 2-MeV Si implant and 820°C anneal resulted in 

a supersaturation of vacancies and relatively no supersaturation of interstitials in the near 

surface region. This was the first observation of an enhanced vacancy concentration with 

no enhancement in the interstitial concentration as a result of ion implantation induced 

defects. 
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Figure 4.2.9 Time-averaged B and Sb diffusivity enhancements for the 
data from Fig.4.2.7 and Fig.4.2.4, relative to control samples. 

Isolation of the Rp interstitials resulted in a larger enhancement in the vacancy 

supersaturation in the SOI experiment described in section 4.1 than was observed in this 

section for the Sb DSL/window experiments, Fig.4.2.3. There are two reasons for this 

observation. The first is that the markers in experiment in section 4.1 were annealed at 

much higher temperature than those in this section. More interstitials that are trapped in 

the deep clusters are released during the higher temperature anneal, which means more 

interstitial vacancy recombination in the near surface region at higher temperature. Also, 

the control samples for the implanted marker experiments in section 4.1 contain a 

vacancy undersaturation due to the interstitial supersaturation from the amorphizing 

implants used to make the marker samples. Therefore, the Sb diffusivity measured in the 

control was suppressed, resulting in a large enhancement factor. 
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The observed RED of the B markers in Fig.4.2.7 is an example of how 

experimental results from these types of experiments can be misleading. For instance, if 

the as-implanted sample had not been analyzed, then the as-grown profile would have 

been compared to the implanted and annealed profile to extract diffusivities. Analyzing 

the data in this way would result in a much large time-averaged diffusivity enhancement, 

which would have been attributed to a net excess interstitial concentration. In the paper 

by Eaglesham, et. al. [Eaglesham 97] a -20* time-averaged enhancement in both B and 

Sb diffusivities was reported for DSL samples implanted with 2-MeV Si ions and 

annealed at 820°C for 15-min, which is the same implant and annealed used in this 

section. The simultaneous enhancements of these dopants were attributed to a 

simultaneous interstitials and vacancy supersaturation due the implant and anneal. This 

result is inconsistent with the results in this section (Fig.4.2.9). In that experiment, it was 

reported that the implant temperature rose to above 60°C during implantation. In 

addition, the as-implanted samples were not analyzed for RED. Based on the 

observations in this section and in chapter 3, it is this authors opinion that the 

enhancement in B diffusion in that experiments was due to RED and therefore due to the 

interstitial excess during implantation and not to a net excess of interstitials that survive 

recombination. 
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4.3 Mechanism of interstitial depletion 

4.3.1 Introduction 

In the first section of this chapter, the interstitial supersaturation that resulted from 

the creation of the implanted dopant markers was greatly reduced when an MeV Si 

implant was superimposed. This depletion of excess interstitials in MeV implanted 

silicon has been previously observed [Zhao 94, 95, 96, Raineri 91, Lu 89, Wang 92, 

Larsen 96, Eaglesham 97]. Two mechanisms have been proposed to explain this 

depletion. The first is that the excess interstitials created by the low energy implant are 

annihilated by excess vacancies [Larsen96, Eaglesham 97, Roth 97] created by the MeV 

implant. The second mechanism is that the deep MeV interstitials self-getter the near-

surface interstitials [Zhao94, 95,96, Raineri 91, Lu 89, Wang 92]. Simulations by Larsen, 

et al., [Larsen 96] suggested that annihilation with the excess vacancies is more probable. 

Recently Roth, et al, [Roth 97] demonstrated reduced enhanced diffusion of a 40-keV B 

implant when a 2-MeV Si implant was superimposed, where the excess interstitials from 

the MeV Si implant were deposited in a buried Si02 layer. The buried oxide acted as a 

diffusion barrier to interstitials, isolating the Rp defects from interacting with the B 

implant induced interstitial excess. However, in that experiment the enhanced diffusion 

of B was only reduced in the low concentration portion of the tail (below ~5*1017/cm2). 

Furthermore, it was not possible to separately detect the interaction of B and the MeV-

induced defects, since the B implant that produced the interstitial detector was also an 

interstitial source. In short, it has not been possible to unambiguously distinguish between 
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the vacancy annihilation and the self-gettering mechanisms in all of the experimental 

studies so far. 

In the experiments presented in this section, grown-in B dopant markers are used 

as an interstitial detector to investigate the mechanisms of the observed depletion of 

excess interstitials from a keV Si implant when a MeV Si implant is superimposed. A 

buried SiC>2 layer is present in the DSL structures in these experiments to isolate the 

excess interstitials from a MeV Si implant from the excess vacancies and from the 

interstitials created by the keV Si implant. 

4.3.2 Experimental methods 

Interstitial supersaturations were measured by B DSL structures grown by LT-

MBE. Six B DSL markers, each 10-nm wide and separated by 100 nm of Si, were grown 

on the surface of a bonded and etched-back silicon-on-insulator (SOI) substrate. The 

initial SOI substrate had a 60-nm silicon overlayer on a 200-nm Si02 layer. These 

DSL/SOI structures were then implanted with 40-keV Si ions to a dose of 5x1013/cm2 

and/or with 1-MeV Si ions to a dose of lx1016/cm2, both with a beam current of ~ 0.22 

(iA/cm2. This keV implant has been previously shown to inject plus-one interstitials, i.e. a 

number of interstitials equal to the dose of the implant [Eaglesham 94]. Samples 

implanted with MeV Si ions were held at 60°C during implantation to assure that the 

sample remained crystalline during this high-dose implant while the 40-keV Si implants 

were done at room temperature. Both samples were furnace annealed ill Ar for 10 min at 
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790°C, along with an un-implanted DSL as a control, after which B profiles were 

measured using SIMS. 

4.3.3 Experimental observations 

Figure 4.3.1 shows the results of a simulation that demonstrates the defect 

imbalance that exists after the 1-MeV Si implant into silicon is annealed for 10-min at 

790°C. The initial vacancy and interstitial profiles in Fig.4.3.1a were generated by 

MARLOWE, a binary collision simulation [Robinson 74]. The defect profiles after post-

implant annealing (Fig.4.3.1b) were generated by the atomstic simulator (DADOS) 

[section 2.12] [Jaraiz 98]. After interstitial-vacancy recombination, the excess defects are 

spatially separated and are predominantly in the form of vacancy and interstitial clusters. 

The network of interstitial-type clusters, or extended defects, that form near Rp is clearly 

observed in Fig.4.1.6b. The position of the buried oxide layer used in our experiment to 

isolate the excess interstitial and vacancy regions is indicated in Fig.4.3.1b. 

Figure 4.3.2a shows the effects of the 40-keV implant on the diffusion of the B 

markers. A large enhancement in B diffusion occurs, especially in the three shallowest 

markers, similar to previous observations of B transient enhanced diffusion (TED) in 

DSLs [Stolk 97, Eaglesham 94]. However, as shown in Fig.4.3.2b, this enhancement is 

eliminated when the sample is first implanted with 1-MeV Si ions. The diffused profile of 

the co-implanted DSL nearly coincides with that of the MeV-implanted DSL. 

Diffusivities, time-averaged over the duration of annealing, for the B profiles in 
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Figure 4.3.1 Atomistic simulation results of the interstitial and vacancy 
concentration from a 1-MeV, 1016/cm2 Si implant into silicon (a) as-
implanted and (b) after annealing at 790°C for 10-min. 
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Figs.4.3.2a and 4.3.2b were determined by simulating the diffusion of the initial 

profiles into the diffused profiles with the use of the diffusion simulation routine [section 

2.11]. A time-independent immobile fraction of the B markers was used as a fitting 

parameter to account for the clustering of the B markers. A small amount of RED 

occurred dining the MeV implant. The effect of the RED was essentially to broaden the 

initial profiles. Therefore MeV-implanted and annealed profiles were compared to the as-

implanted profile to extract a diffusivity. A comparison of the diffusivities from the 

diffused profiles to those from the control sample, shown in Fig.4.4.3, reveals that the 

100* enhancement in B diffusivity induced by the 40-keV implant is reduced to 6* by the 

1-MeV co-implant. This 6* enhancement is also present in the sample that did not have 

the keV implant. Therefore it is concluded that this remaining enhancement is due to the 

MeV implant and not the keV implant. 

4.3.4 Discussion and conclusions 

It has been demonstrated that B diffuses almost entirely by an interstitial 

mechanism [Tan 85, Fahey 89, Gossmann 97], as a result the enhancement in B diffusion 

reflects a proportional enhancement in the interstitial supersaturation [Gossmann 97]. 

Fig.4.3.3 is therefore a plot of the time-averaged interstitial supersaturation, which clearly 

shows that the MeV Si implant greatly reduces the interstitial supersaturation induced by 

the keV implant. The presence of the buried oxide layer in the DSL/SOI substrates 

isolates the B markers from the deep-interstitial defects of the MeV iniplant. Therefore, 

the reduction of the keV-induced interstitials observed in this experiment cannot be due 
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to gettering at Rp (1 MeV), as was previously claimed by some authors [Zhao 94, 95, 96, 

Raineri 91, Lu 89, Wang 92], and must be due to annihilation with the MeV-induced 

excess vacancies. Although it is possible that some of the near-surface interstitials may be 

gettered by deeper extended defects in cases where there is no barrier, the experiments 

presented in this chapter demonstrate that the excess vacancies induced by the MeV 

implant play the dominant role. Incidentally, this may be viewed as the complementary 

effect to that reported by Holland, et al., [Holland 93] in which the addition of a 150-keV 

Si implant eliminated the vacancy-related defects in the shallow region of a 500-keV O 

implant. Also, by using grown-in B markers, it was demonstrated that B diffuses 

normally (i.e., with no clustering) in MeV-implanted silicon, with only a slight 

enhancement in the diffiisivity. Based on the experiments in this section, it is concluded 

that the mechanism of annihilation by vacancies is sufficient to explain the reduction of 

the shallow defects from keV implants that have been reported by others and that it is not 

necessary to invoke gettering. 

The 6* enhancement of the interstitial concentration induced by the MeV Si 

implant is most likely due to the large concentration of interstitials that are present after 

implantation prior to complete recombination, Fig.4.3.1a. In other words, there is a 

transient interstitial excess in the near surface region induced by the MeV Si implant. The 

interstitial supersaturation would therefore decrease with increased annealing (higher 

temperature or longer time) as the source of interstitials decreased, i.e going from 

Fig.4.3.1a to 4.3.1b. This is demonstrated in Fig.4.2.9 where the time-aVeraged interstitial 
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supersaturation due to a MeV Si implant after a higher temperature anneal is reduced to 

only~ 1.5 x . 
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4.4 Properties of clustered vacancies 

4.4.1 Introduction 

During recombination of the initial interstitial and vacancy distributions induced 

by MeV implantation, the large vacancy supersaturation (measured in the previous 

section) has been shown to evolve into clusters of vacancies during post-implant 

annealing [Sealy 93, Holland 96b, Nielson 93, Brown 98]. Once clusters have formed, the 

supersaturation of vacancies is determined by the release of vacancies from the clusters. 

In this section, the release of vacancies from clusters that form during recombination is 

investigated. Sb dopant-diffusion markers, grown on a substrate that contains a buried 

SiC>2 layer, were used to measure free vacancy supersaturation for a variety of annealing 

conditions. Similar to the first experiments described in section 4.1, the buried oxide 

layer is used to separate the deep interstitials from the shallow vacancies. While other 

experiments have measured the evolution of implantation-induced vacancy excess 

[Nielson 93, Holland 96b, Roth 97, Goldberg 95, Brown 98], the experiment presented in 

this section is the first to do so by measuring the free vacancies released from clusters 

without the influence of the deep interstitials. 

4.4.2 Experimental Methods 

Six Sb DSL, grown by LT-MBE on the surface of an SOI substrate, were used as 

diffusion markers. Each marker was grown 10-nm thick, with a concentration of 1019 

Sb/cm3, with a 100-nm silicon layer between and a 50-nm surface-capping layer. The 

SOI substrate contained a 450-nm thick buried Si02 layer with a 60-nm surface 
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crystalline layer. The final DSL/SOI structure thus contained a buried oxide 

approximately 700-nm below the surface with six Sb markers distributed evenly over the 

top 700-nm of crystalline silicon. These samples were implanted with 2-MeV Si ions (Rp 

~ 1900nm) to a dose of 1016/cm2 at a substrate temperature of 60°C. This slightly 

elevated temperature assured that the sample remained crystalline during this high-dose 

implant. After implantation samples were annealed at 700°C for 600, 3600, and 18000 s, 

and at 800°C for 600, 1500, and 7200-s in a quartz-tube furnace under flowing Ar (1.5 

lpm). Some samples were also annealed at 900°C for 5,60, and 300-s in the RTA system 

under flowing Ar (5 lpm). Control samples received the same anneal without the MeV 

implant After annealing, samples were analyzed by SIMS. An as-implanted sample was 

also analyzed to check for RED, which or negligible. 

4.4.3 Experimental observation 

Figures 4.4.1 to 4.4.3 contain the concentration profiles of Sb DSL/SOI substrates 

implanted with 2-MeV Si ions and annealed at 700°, 800°, and 900°C respectively. 

Profiles of the control samples (not shown) showed no measurable amount of diffusion, 

consistent with the diffusion length of Sb for these anneals (< 1.5 nm). On inspection of 

Fig.4.5.1, it is observed a large amount of diffusion occurred within the shortest anneal 

time ( < 600-s), while for subsequent anneals at much longer times no measurable 

amount of diffusion occurred. Similarly, for the 800°C and 900°C series (Fig.4.4.2 and 

4.4.3 respectively), a large amount of diffusion occurred within short times at these 

temperatures, while much less diffusion occurred afterward. 
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Figure 4.4.1 (a) Sb DSL markers implanted with 2-MeV Si to a dose of 
1016/cm2 and annealed at 700°C, (b) single marker from (a). 
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Time-averaged diflfusivity enhancements for each marker in each temperature 

series were determined by computer simulation and are plotted in Fig.4.4.4 as a function 

of depth. Since no measurable amount of Sb diffusion occurred in the control, these 

enhancements are relative to literature values of equilibrium Sb diflfusivity [Fair 81]. The 

time-averaged enhancement of Sb diffusion is decreasing with increasing annealing time. 

The time-dependence of these enhancements is more clearly seen in Fig.4.4.5 where the 

average enhancement for each time series at a given temperature is plotted as a function 

of time. 

4.4.4 Discussion and conclusions 

As previously discussed in section 2.3, the enhancements in Sb diffusivity 

measure the supersaturation of vacancies. Therefore, the time-averaged enhancements 

measure the time-averaged supersaturation of vacancies for the given implant and 

annealing conditions. There is an inverse time dependence of the average enhancements 

measured in the above experiments (i.e. ~ 1/t), shown in Fig.4.5.5. The inverse time 

dependence, along with the observation of the burst of Sb diffusion, indicate that a large 

free vacancy supersaturation is present during the early stages of annealing, which dies 

off quickly for longer annealing times. Two possible models are consistent with these 

observations. The first (Fig.4.5.6a) is that the spatial separation in the interstitial and 

vacancy profiles results in a large supersaturation of vacancies during recombination that 

lead to an enhanced Sb diffusion, which is described as a burst of diffusion. After this 

burst, the large vacancy supersaturation dies off very quickly, presumable by surface 
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annihilation, and only the equilibrium vacancy concentration remains, i.e. the 

supersaturation approaches 1. Alternatively, the large vacancy supersaturation evolves 

into stable clusters during the burst period. The clustered vacancies release vacancies at a 

very slow rate such that the free vacancy concentration is only slightly enhanced over 

equilibrium, Fig.4.4.6b. The results in chapter 5 will show that the latter case is correct, 

i.e that clusters of vacancies are present in after the MeV implant and anneals used in 

these Sb diffusion experiments. 
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Figure 4.4.5 Average of the enhancements for each temperature and time 
series in Fig.4.4.4. 
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Figure 4.4.6 Possible evolution of vacancy supersaturation, (a) vacancies 
annihilate during burst or (b) clusters of vacancies form during the burst. 

4.5 Chapter summary 

In this chapter the free vacancy supersaturation was measured with the use of Sb 

dopant diffusion markers. In section 4.1 it was shown that isolation of the deep interstitial 

excess induced by the MeV Si implant resulted in a larger supersaturation of near surface 

vacancies. It was also shown that the creation of implanted dopant markers resulted in an 

initial interstitial supersaturation and vacancy undersaturation in the test structures. 

However, the excess defects injected during the creation of the dopant markers made 
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accurate quantification of the MeV induced defects difficult. In section 4.2 Sb and B DSL 

test; structures were used to demonstrate that a large time-averaged vacancy 

supersaturation is present in the near-surface region of MeV implanted silicon, while 

relatively no interstitial supersaturation is observed (time-averaged over the anneal). The 

results by Eaglesham, et al., [Eaglesham 97] in which a simultaneous supersaturation of 

both interstitial and vacancies was reported was explained in terms of the RED of the B 

marker test structures. 

In section 4.3 it was demonstrated that the often observed depletion of excess 

interstitials in the near-surface region of MeV implanted silicon is dominated by 

annihilation with excess vacancies induced by the MeV implant, and not self-gettering. 

This was shown with the use of B DSL markers grown on a SOI substrate, where the 

buried oxide layer prevented the MeV-induced interstitials from interacting with 

shallower defects. 

The evolution of the vacancy supersaturation during a series of post-implant 

anneals was investigated in section 4.4. With the use of Sb DSL/SOI substrates, a large 

burst of vacancies was shown to occur during post-implant annealing of MeV implanted 

silicon. This burst occurred during the early stages of annealing at 700, 800, and 900°C, 

and was the same at all three temperatures, i.e. the Sb profiles were coincident. After the 

burst of vacancies, the vacancy supersaturation decreased with time with a ~l/t 

dependence. Based on these observation two models were proposed for the evolution of 

the large excess vacancy concentration induced by the MeV implant The first model 

states that during the burst, vacancies were lost to the surface so that after some short 
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time all the excess vacancies are annihilated and the time-averaged supersaturation 

approaches 1. The second model states that clusters of vacancies form during the burst 

and that these clusters only emit vacancies at a rate that is similar to the rate at which 

vacancies are generated at the surface. 

In chapters 5 and 6 it will be shown that clusters of vacancies do form during the 

burst of vacancies, and that these clusters are stable during the high-temperature 

annealing used in the Sb diffusion experiments in section 4.4. With this information, and 

the results in this chapter, it is concluded that the burst of vacancies in which the clusters 

form occurs at low temperatures and that the clusters are stable to high temperatures. In 

other words, the formation energy of the clusters of vacancies is small and the binding 

energy of a vacancy to a cluster is large. The large vacancy supersaturation observed in 

this chapter is the second stage of defects evolution in the near surface region of MeV Si 

implanted silicon, and the formation and evolution of stable clusters is the third. 



CHAPTER 5 

5.1 Clustered Vacancies: Au labeling 

5.1.1 Introduction 

Many experiments have shown that clusters of vacancies (open volume defects) 

form in MeV-implanted silicon [Sealy 93, Holland 96b, Nielson 93, Brown 98]. To folly 

understand the evolution of the vacancy supersaturation, it is necessary to be able to 

measure both the free vacancies and vacancies in clusters. In chapters 3 and 4, dopant 

diffusion markers were used to measure free interstitial and vacancy supersaturations, 

both during implantation and during post-implant annealing. In this chapter the clusters 

of vacancies created in MeV implanted silicon will be measured using a new technique 

known as Au labeling, developed specifically for this purpose. This technique makes use 

of the fact that interstitial sinks, such as clusters of vacancies, trap Au. 

The basis for this technique is that Au is trapped in the presence of interstitial 

sinks in silicon. This is understood by the fact that Au diffuses by the kick-out 

mechanism in silicon, whereby a mobile interstitial Au atom becomes an immobile 

substitutional Au atom by kicking a silicon lattice atom off of its site, making a silicon 

interstitial in the process [Gosele 81]. This mechanism leads to an enhanced conversion 

of interstitial Au to substitutional Au in the presence of an interstitial sink, such as 
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clustered vacancies. Since the conversion of one interstitial Au atom to one substitutional 

Au atoms corresponds to the creation of one interstitial, and the loss of one vacancy, it is 

reasonable to expect that the concentration of trapped Au may be used to indirectly 

quantify the concentration of vacancies trapped in clusters. 

The are many investigation that demonstrate that metal-impurities in silicon trap 

at open-volume defects. The gettering efficiency of metals by He induced cavities in 

silicon has been studied extensively. Implantation and annealing of He in silicon is 

known to produce a dense network of cavities when the concentration of He is above 1.6 

at.% [Follstaedt 96]. Myers, et. al, [Myers 96,96b] has shown that Au, Cu, Co, and Fe (in 

a silicide phase), will getter at the internal surfaces of He-induced cavities and be trapped 

there by chemi-absorption. These authors have shown that when these metals are 

equilibrated in silicon (diffused in from a silicide phase at the surface created by 

implantation and long annealing cycles) He-induced voids contain an internal surface 

with a monolayer (ML) coverage of Cu or Au, or < 0.01 (ML) of Co or Fe. 

Similar to the case of He, H implantation and annealing produces cavities (or 

platelets) in silicon. H induced cavities have also been shown to trap metal impurities in 

silicon, such as Au and Cu [W.Leung 95, 95b]. Wong-Leung, et al., [W.Leung 95, 95b] 

have shown nearly 100% of the these metals are trapped in the band during thermal 

treatment. In those experiments the amount of Cu and Au implanted at the surface of 

silicon is less than the number of trapping sites in the cavity band. In other investigations 

by these authors, a bulk Cu and Au silicide phase was shown to forin on the internal 

surfaces of the H-induced cavities, where several monolayers of coverage was reported. 
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Gettering of metals has also been observed at both the projected ion range, Rp, 

[Tsukamoto 96, Rubin 97, Wong 88, Seidel 75] and at a region corresponding to 

approximately half the projected range, 'ARp [Brown 98, Kononchuk 97, Tamura 91] in 

MeV implanted silicon. While Rp gettering is due to chemical effects of the implanted 

ions and the interstitial-type extended defects, the 'ARP gettering has been related to the 

presence of the excess vacancies that result from the spatial separation of the interstitial 

and vacancy distributions created by the high-energy ions. Kononchuk, et al., 

[Kononchuk 97] have demonstrated that Fe and O getter to both Rp and V̂ Rp of 2.3-MeV 

Si implants in silicon. Recently, Brown, et. al., [Brown 98] demonstrate that metal 

gettering at Rp in MeV implanted silicon is due to the interstitial-type extended defects 

while gettering at '/4RP is related to vacancy-type defects, presumably clustered vacancies. 

In that work these authors also demonstrate that the binding energies of Fe, Ni, and Cu 

are greater at the vacancy-related defects (^Rp) than at the extrinsic dislocations (Rp). 

Similarly, Raineri, et. al, [Raineri 95] has shown that metals (Pt and Cu) getter more 

efficiently to cavities in silicon (He-induced) than to interstitial-type dislocations. 

From the above observations it is clear that metal impurities in silicon will 

preferentially getter at open volumes. In this chapter the thermal stability of the clustered 

vacancies is determined using Au to the label these defects. In the section 5.2 the 

development of the Au labeling technique to depth profile MeV-induced clustered 

vacancies is described. In section 5.3, the thermal evolution of clustered vacancies is 

studied using Au labeling. 
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5.2 The Au labeling technique 

5.2.1 Introduction 

The Au labeling technique is demonstrated schematically in Fig.5.2.1. 

Implantation of silicon with MeV Si-ions followed by annealing creates a vacancy-

supersaturated region, in the form of clustered vacancies, shown as voids in the figure. 

Au deposited at or near the surface, either through implantation or evaporation, diffuses 

into silicon during annealing and is trapped in the presence of the clustered vacancies. 

The depth distribution and concentration of the trap Au reflects the depth distribution and 

concentration of vacancies in clusters. 

In many of the experiments present below, silicon samples were implanted with 

MeV Si ions and keV Au ions and annealed. Hence the Au in-diffuses at the sane time in 

which the clusters of vacancies form. However, based on the observations of the burst of 

vacancies in chapter 4, the clusters of vacancies form in the very early stages of 

annealing, before the Au is complete. Therefore, in the discussions below it is assume 

that the Au is labeling the clusters of vacancies that form in MeV implanted silicon. In 

some experiments, MeV implanted samples are annealed prior to Au introduction to form 

the clusters of vacancies, therefore this assumption is not necessary. 

5.2.2 Experimental methods 

Crystalline silicon, (100) oriented and float zone quality, was implanted with 1-, 

2-, and 8-MeV Si ions to a dose of 1016/cm2. Silicon substrates were also implanted with 

2-MeV Si ions to doses of 0.4, 0.8, 1.0,2.0, 4.0,6.0, and 8.0xl016/cm2, all with a dose 
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Figure 5.2.1 Schematic of Au labeling technique 
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Figure 5.2.2 RBS profile of Au in silicon implanted with 2-
MeV Si-ions to a dose of 1016/cm2 and 68-keV Au to a dose of 
8xl014/cm2 followed by a 750°C / 2-hr anneal. Control is 
without an the MeV implant 
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rate of 0.22 |xA/cm2. In the dose dependent study discussed below, MeV implanted 

samples were annealed at 850°C for 10 min prior to Au introduction. Samples implanted 

with varying Si-ion energy were implanted with 68-keV Au ions to doses of 4xl014/cm2 

to lxl015/cm2 and annealed at 750°C for times ranging from 0.5 to 12-hr, to drive in the 

Au. Au was deposited by evaporation on the surfaces of some of the samples that were 

implanted with 2-MeV Si ions to varying doses, then annealed at 750°C for times ranging 

from 0.5 to 12-hr, to drive in the Au. After Au drive-in, samples were analyzed by RBS 

using 2- to 4-MeV He ions. To determine the microstructure of the Au in silicon cross-

section transmission electron microscopy (XTEM) was performed on Au-labeled 

samples. Samples that were not implanted with MeV Si ions prior to Au introduction and 

were used as control samples. 

5.2.3 First observation (results and discussion) 

Figure 5.2.2 contains the RBS profile of Au in silicon implanted with 2-MeV Si 

ions to a dose of 1016/cm2 and 68-keV Au-ions to a dose of 8*1014/cm2, followed by a 

750°C, 2-hr anneal. Included in the figure is a profile from a sample that was only 

implanted with Au and annealed. The Au in the implanted profile (near 0 depth) diffuses 

away from the surface and is trapped in a region that extends from near the surface to 

approximately 1500-nm. The amount of Au in this region is observed to increase with 

annealing time until saturation at 2-hrs, with no further increase up to 12-hrs. The Au 

profile in the control sample remains unchanged during annealing. Thus the MeV 
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Figure 5.1.3 (a) Simulation results of defect distribution from a 2-MeV Si, 
1016/cm2 implant into silicon followed by a 750°C anneal (b) Au labeling 
results in silicon implanted by 2-MeV Si-ions to 10 16/cm2. 
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implant has created trapping sites for the Au. Figure 5.2.3 compares the simulation of the 

net-defect distribution in MeV-implanted silicon after a 750°C anneal with the RES Au 

implant has created trapping sites for the Au. Figure 5.2.3 compares the simulation of the 

net-defect distribution in MeV-implanted silicon after a 750°C anneal with the RBS Au 

profile, in Fig.5.2.2. The trapped Au is profiling the clustered vacancy region, which 

extends from the surface to 1500-nm. The fact that the Au saturates at some 

concentration indicates that the number of trapping sites for the Au, which are 

presumably vacancies in clusters, diminishes with increasing Au. This first set of data 

demonstrates that the depth profile of the Au label peak follows that of the excess 

vacancies created by the MeV implant and that the concentration of trapped Au reflects 

the concentration of vacancies in clusters. 

5.2.4 Form of the Au 

In the above data, the concentration of Au in the region of clustered vacancies is 

in excess of the solid solubility at the drive-in temperature (~2*1014/cm3 at 750°C). 

XTEM reveals the presence of Au-related precipitates, approximately 15 nm in diameter, 

in a 2-MeV Si-implanted sample after the Au drive-in (Fig. 5.2.4). The precipitates are 

distributed over the same depth as in the Au RBS profile (Fig. 5.2.2 and 5.2.3). Au was 

not observed in this region in non-MeV implanted samples. 

The observed precipitation of Au may lead one to believe that the size and density 

of these precipitates reflects the original size and density of the clustered vacancies. 

However, these precipitates are easily observable in XTEM, where the clustered 
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vacancies in MeV Si implanted silicon have never been observed by this technique 

[Eaglesham 97, Brown 98], indicating that the clusters are probably less than 10-nm in 

diameter and/or the density is less than 1012/cm3. In a study of the precipitation of 

supersaturated Au in silicon annealed at 800°C, Bauman, et al., [Bauman 90] identified 

the precipitation of Au into a Au silicide, AuxSiy, that has a unit cell that is 3.3 times large 

than that of Si (0.524-nm3 compared to 0.158-nm3). In that work the Au precipitates grew 

by injecting interstitials into the lattice (6 interstitial per Au atom), to compensate the 

atomic density mismatch. Similarly Doller, et al., [Doller] show that Au precipitation 

injects 5 interstitial per Au atoms. 

The precipitation of Au at the internal surfaces of cavities (H-induced) has also 

been demonstrated [W.Lueng 97]. In that work, Au precipitates were shown to form on 

the cavity surface, degrading the well-defined facets of the cavity walls. In a recent 

investigation, W. Lueng, et al., [W.Lueng 98] showed that in-diffusion of Au to a region 

of H-induced cavities result in both Au-filled and Au-decorated cavities. The Au 

precipitates continue to grow during long thermal treatments of the sample, until all the 

cavities were gone, indicating that these precipitates grow at the expense of the open 

volume of the other cavities. 

Based on the above observations in the literature, and the work presented in this 

chapter, the following mechanisms of Au trapping and precipitation in these experiment 

are proposed. The first is that large concentrations of substitutional Au atoms, Aus, are 

generated in the region of the clustered vacancies, based on the kick-out diffusion 

mechanism (described above and see section 2.4), and that this concentration precipitates 
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Figure 5.1.4 XTEM micrograph of Au labeling sample (Fig.5.1.3). Inset is 
a high-resolution image of Au precipitate. 

out of solution during annealing, Fig.5.2.5a. The precipitates grow by injecting 

interstitials until all of the clustered vacancies are gone. Another possibility is that the Au 

directly fills the clustered vacancies and that these large concentrations of pure gold in 

silicon precipitate into a silicide phase during annealing, Fig.5.2.5b. Alternatively, the 

clustered vacancies could act as microcavities and trap Au on their internal surfaces. The 

precipitation of Au in this case then proceeds in a similar fashion as described above for 

H-induced cavities, Fig.5.2.5c. In all of the above cases the final form of the Au is as 

precipitate, probably Au silicide. Thus the relation of Au to vacancies in clusters is 

determined by the final form of the precipitate. If it is assumed that these precipitates 

inject interstitials in a similar fashion as that observed in the literature, i.e. ~5 interstitials 

per Au atom, then the Au profiles in Fig.5.1.3a represent one fifth of the clustered 

vacancy concentration. 
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Figure 5.2.5 Proposed Au labeling mechanism (a) kick-out (interstitial 
sink) (b) void filling, and (c) internal surface decoration. 
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5.2.5 Energy and dose dependence 

The above experiments demonstrate that the Au label peak depth profiles the 

excess vacancy region produced by a 2-MeV Si, 1016/cm2 implant into silicon. To further 

test the limits of this technique, the excess vacancy distribution can be changed, by 

changing the MeV implant, and the Au label peak should respond to these changes. 

Figure 5.2.6a shows the RBS Au profiles of silicon samples implanted with 1-, 2-, and 8-

MeV Si ions to a dose of 1016/cm2 and 68-keV Au ions, followed by a 750°C, 2 hr 

thermal treatment. The Au label peak is observed to move deeper as the energy of the 

MeV implant is increased, similar to the dependence on energy of the clusters of 

vacancies (excess vacancy region), Fig.4.4.1 and Fig. 5.2.3a. Thus the Au is able to 

profile the full depth range of the clusters of vacancies. 

In addition to changing the energy of the MeV implant, the dose of the implant 

can also be changed. Figure 5.2.7a shows the RBS profile of Au in silicon implanted with 

2-MeV Si-ions for various doses, where these sample were annealed at 850°C for 10 min 

prior to Au introduction. Figure 5.2.7b shows the integral of the Au label peak (from 200-

to 1500-nm) plotted versus the MeV implant dose. The amount of Au in the vacancy-

clustered region is observed to increase linearly with MeV dose up to a dose of 

4x1016/cm2, after which the amount of Au is observed to drop off to a lower constant 

value (for the last two MeV doses). Many experiments by Holland, et. al, and by Zhou, et 

al., investigate the MeV dose dependence on the relative magnitude of the vacancy 
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Figure 5.2.6 Au label peak as a function of MeV energy; for 1-, 2-, and 8-
MeV Si ions to a dose of 1016/cm2. 

excess [Holland 93, 96b, Zhou]. In these works it was shown that the concentration of 

open-volume defects, as measured by positron annihilation spectroscopy (PAS), increases 

with dose up to a threshold value after which it decreases. By correlating these results 

with ion channeling and TEM observations, these authors were able to show that the 

concentration of open volume defects increases until the negative strain induced by these 

defects exceeds the yield point of the silicon lattice. At this point a network of interstitial-

type dislocations forms to relieve this negative strain. It is probable that a similar strain 

relief mechanism is occurring in the high-dose experiments in this work. 

In the work by Holland, et al., the threshold dose for dislocation formation was 

5*1017/cm2 for 1.25 MeV Si at an implant temperature of 450°C, much larger than the 

dose in this work: 6*1016/cm2 for 2-MeV Si ions at an implant temperature of ~80°C. 
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Figure 5.2.7 (a) Au labeling of silicon implant with 2-MeV Si ions to 0.8, 
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The difference in threshold doses between these experiments can be explained by the 

different implant conditions. For instance implantation at 450°C results in much more 

dynamic annealing implant cascades, while at 80°C defects from the cascade can 

accumulate more. Thus it takes a larger dose at the higher temperature to accumulate the 

same amount of defects in clusters. However, the exact cause of the drop in Au 

concentration above a MeV dose of 4xl016/cm2 has not been determined and the above 

argument is speculation. 

5.2.6 Implanted versus Evaporated Au 

In these Au labeling experiments Au is primarily deposited at the surface by ion 

implantation. There are many advantages to implanting the Au source, for instance the 

high mass resolution offered by ion implantation assures that very little metal 

contamination is occurring. Also the number of Au atoms introduced into the system can 

be easily controlled and is highly reproducible using ion implantation. However 

associated with implantation is the injection of point defects. The Au dose used in these 

studies creates such a large amount of disorder that the first 50-nm of the silicon surface 

are amorphized. During the Au drive-in anneal this amorphous layer is re-grown by solid 

phase epitaxy. In the previous chapter excess interstitial-defects were shown to result at 

the original amorphous/crystal interface of re-grown layers, shown in Fig 4.1.6. However, 

as is the case in Fig 4.1.6b, dislocation loops were not observed in the Au and MeV 

implanted samples. It is likely that the vacancy defects (the burst of vacancies) 
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from the MeV implant have annihilated the excess interstitials from the Au implant, and 

vice versa. 

To determine the magnitude by which the Au implant may be altering the profile 

of the clusters of vacancies, experiments were performed in which an evaporated Au 

source was compared to an implanted Au source. Figure 5.2.8 shows the RBS profiles of 

Au in silicon samples implanted with 2-MeV Si-ions to a relatively low dose of 

4><1015/cm2 with either implanted Au or evaporated Au as the in-diffusion source. 

Comparing these two profiles it is concluded that the Au implant has annihilated some of 

the clustered vacancies in the region close to the surface (200 to 600-nm). There is a 15% 

difference in the total Au trapped between the two profiles in the figure. Thus for this low 

dose case, the Au implant is slightly altering the clustered vacancy profile. However for 

higher-dose MeV implants (1016/cm2) there is very little difference between the 

evaporated and implant Au, shown in Fig.5.2.8b. In this case the amount of interstitial 

injected by the Au implant only produces a negligible change in the clustered vacancy 

distribution. 

Although there were some changes in the low-dose MeV experiment due to 

implantation of the Au source, implantation of Au remained the dominated method of 

depositing the Au throughout the experiments that follow, mainly for the reproducibility 

involved with ion implantation. 
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5.3 Dynamics of clustered vacancies 

5.3.1 Introduction 

In addition to depth profiling, information about the dynamics of the clustered 

vacancies can also be determined with the Au labeling technique. To use this technique to 

study the thermal evolution of the MeV-induced clusters of vacancies, experiments were 

done in the following fashion. First, silicon samples were implanted with MeV Si ions to 

a desired dose and energy to create the vacancy-supersaturated region (see Fig.5.3.1a). 

Then MeV implanted samples are processed at some high-temperature and time to evolve 

the vacancy supersaturation into clusters of vacancies, Fig.5.3.1b. After this anneal, Au is 

introduced near the surface by ion implantation and then the sample is processed at 

750°C, which is lower than the cluster evolution temperature in 5.3.1b, to drive the Au 

into the clustered vacancy region, Fig.5.3.1c. Finally the sample is analyzed by RBS, 

Fig.5.3.1d. It is important to realize in the experiments that follow that the evolution of 

the clustered vacancies is occurring during an anneal prior to Au introduction. Therefore 

the Au is profiling the clustered vacancy region as it was before the Au was introduced, 

Fig.5.3.1b. 

5.3.2 Experimental methods 

Crystalline silicon, Float-zone quality with (100) surface orientation, was 

implanted with 2-MeV Si to a dose of lxl016/cm2. Slightly elevated temperature 

implants, ~100°C, were used to promote local recombination of point defects and to 

prevent amorphization. Samples were then isochronally annealed at 750, 850, 950, or 
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Figure 5.2.1 Schematic of Au labeling technique to measure clustered 
vacancy dynamics: (a) MeV implantation to inject defect, (b) high-
temperature annealing to evolve clusters, (c) Au labeling the clusters, and 
(d) analyze with RBS. 

1000°C for 10 min in a quartz-tube furnace under flowing Ar (1.5 1pm), or isothermally 

annealed at 950°C for 10-s to 10-min by rapid thermal annealing (RTA), for vacancy 

cluster formation. After annealing, all samples were implanted with 68-keV Au ions (Rp 

« 30nm) to doses of 0.4 to 1.0xl015/cm2 at 25°C. Au drive-in was achieved by annealing 

the samples at 750°C for 2 hrs. The amount of Au trapped in the region bf vacancy excess 
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saturated after 2 hrs at 750°C. Rutherford backscattering spectrometry (RBS) using 2- to 

4-MeV He beams was used to depth profile the Au. 

5.3.3 Isochronal Annealing 

Evolution of the vacancy clusters during an isochronal 600-s anneal at 750° to 

1000°C is shown in Fig.5.2.2a for 2-MeV Si-implanted samples annealed prior to the Au 

drive-in. The amount of Au trapped in the region clusters of vacancies decreases with 

increasing pre-annealing temperature above 850°C, shown more clearly in Fig.5.2.2b 

where the integral of trapped Au is plotted versus annealing temperature. Since the 

concentration of trapped Au reflects the concentration of vacancies in clusters, the data in 

Fig.5.2.2b indicates that the clustered vacancies are stable for temperatures below 900°C. 

It is also interesting to note that there are still clustered vacancies present in samples 

annealed at the very high temperature of 1000°C. 

5.3.4 Isothermal annealing 

Above the temperature at which changes are observed in the clustered vacancies, 

the isothermal evolution is investigated. Figure 5.2.3a shows RBS Au profiles of silicon 

samples implanted with 2-MeV Si-ions to a dose of 1016/cm2, annealed at 950°C for 

times ranging from 10-s to 600-s, then implanted with Au and annealed at 750°C for 2-

hrs, to drive in the Au. Similar to the isothermal case, the amount of Au in the region of 

the clusters of vacancies decreases with an increase in the pre-Au anneal. Thus the 
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Figure 5.3.2 (a) RBS profile of Au in silicon implanted with 2-MeV Si-
ions, to a dose of 1016/cm2, and annealed for 600-s at 850 and 1000°C 
prior to Au introduction (b) Integration of Au label peak (200 to 1500-nm) 
as a function of pre-annealing temperature. 
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Figure 5.3.3 (a) RBS profile of Au in silicon implanted with 2-MeV Si-
ions, to a dose of 1016/cm2,and annealed at 950°C for 10-s and 600-s prior 
to Au introduction (b) Integration of Au label peak (200 to 1500-nm) as a 
function of pre-annealing time at 950°C. 
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concentration of vacancies in clusters is decreasing with time. However, a plot of the 

integral of the trapped Au versus annealing time, in Fig.5.3.3b, shows that after 5 min the 

clustered-vacancy concentration does not change, i.e. the clusters become stable. 

To confirm that the Au drive-in anneal does not affect the vacancy cluster 

distribution an MeV-implanted sample was annealed at 950°C for 10 s and 750°C for 2 

hrs prior to the standard Au implant and drive-in. The amount of trapped Au in this 

experiment was the same as that in a sample which was given only the 950°C anneal prior 

to the Au drive-in, indicating that the vacancy cluster profile after a 950°C, 10-s anneal is 

not altered further by the additional 750°C, 2-hr drive-in anneal. 

5.3.5 Discussion and conclusions 

In the above experiments the thermal evolution of the clustered vacancies was 

investigated using the Au labeling technique. However, the above experiments were 

performed in bulk silicon, thus in addition to having a vacancy supersaturation below 

1500-nm, an interstitial supersaturation is present near the Rp of the MeV implant 

(~1900-nm). As a result, it is not possible to determine from the above data whether the 

observed decrease in the vacancy concentration is due to release of vacancies from 

clusters or annihilation of vacancies in clusters with interstitials released from 

dislocations near Rp. However, interstitial annihilation would only reduce the apparent 

stability of the clustered vacancies. Thus the above experiments in which clustered 

vacancies are present for long time at high-temperatures is a minimum measure of the 
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stability. It is interesting to note that for the implant and annealing conditions used in this 

study, PAS could not identify the presence of open volume defects in the samples in this 

experiment that were annealed at temperatures above 700°C.1 Previously, Nielsen, et al., 

observed that the open volume defects, identified by PAS, in a 5-MeV Si implant silicon, 

are no longer present after annealing at temperatures above 700°C [Nielson 93]. 

Similarly, Brown et al, [Brown 98] demonstrate that the PAS signal from clustered 

vacancies created by a 2.3-MeV Si implant into silicon approaches that from defect-free 

silicon above a temperature of 700°C, even though gettering to the clustered vacancy 

region was still observed for Cu, Fe, and O. Thus the Au labeling technique is much more 

sensitive and convenient for detecting vacancies in silicon than is PAS, which has 

become the well-accepted technique. 

5.4 Chapter summary 

In this chapter the third stage of defect evolution in MeV implanted silicon was 

investigated, i.e. evolution of stable clusters, with the use of the Au labeling technique. 

This technique was developed specifically for this project and is based on the observation 

that Au traps in the presence of interstitials sinks, such as clusters of vacancies, where the 

depth distribution and the concentration of trapped Au reflects those of the interstitial 

sinks. 

Using the Au labeling technique the thermal stability of the clusters of vacancies 

was investigated as a function of isochronal and isothermal annealing, it was shown that 

1 Courtesy of Bent Nieslen of Brookhaven National Laboratory. 
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the concentration of vacancies in clusters during annealing of silicon implanted with 2-

MeV Si ions remains unchanged below a temperature of 900°C (where the annealing 

sequence was an isochronal 10-min anneal). Above a temperature at which the 

concentration of vacancies in clusters is changing (within the 10-min anneals), the 

concentration of vacancies decreases with time within the first 5-min of a 950°C anneal. 

After this time, the concentration of vacancies is observed to remain unchanged for the 

next 5-min at this temperature. Because the deep interstitial excess created by the MeV 

ions were not isolated from the shallow vacancy excess, it is not possible to determine if 

the decrease in vacancies is due to release of vacancies from clusters or from interstitial 

capture from Rp. However, even in the presence of the interstitial excess, clusters of 

vacancies remained after high-temperature anneals (1000°C). Therefore it is likely that 

the clusters of vacancies are present during and after the diffusion anneals in the Sb 

diffusion experiments, section 4.4. 

The benefits of the Au labeling technique are that it allows for quantitative depth 

profiling of the excess vacancy region created by high-energy ion implantation and that is 

more sensitive and convenient than PAS. Although the Au labeling technique was 

developed for the experiments present in this dissertation, it has the potential to be used 

to depth profile any defects in silicon that act as interstitial sinks. 



CHAPTER 6 

ENERGETICS OF CLUSTERED VACANCIES 

6.1 Introduction 

In chapter 4, Sb diffusion markers were used to measure the vacancy 

supersaturation due to clusters of vacancies that form in the near surface region of MeV 

Si implanted silicon. It was shown that an initial burst of Sb diffusion occurred within 

short times during annealing at temperatures of 700, 800, and 900°C, after which very 

little enhanced Sb diffusion was observed. The time-averaged Sb enhancements were 

shown to have inverse time dependence. Two models were proposed to explain this time-

dependent behavior. The first model stated that the spatial separation between interstitial 

and vacancy distributions created by the MeV implant resulted in a large vacancy 

supersaturation during recombination, which produced a large enhancement in Sb 

diffusion. After this large burst of vacancies, the vacancy supersaturation diminished, 

presumably by surface annihilation. Therefore, for times after this burst, only the 

equilibrium vacancy concentration is present (shown in Fig.4.5.6a), and the measured 

time dependence of the Sb diffusivity enhancements is a result of averaging the large 

initial burst of diffusion over increasing times. Alternatively, the large vacancy 

supersaturation during the burst evolves into stable clusters that emit vacancies at a rate 

similar to the rate of thermal generated vacancies, i.e. the binding energy of a vacancy to 
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a cluster is similar to the formation energy of an isolated vacancy (shown in Fig.4.5.6b). 

In order to distinguish between these two models it was necessary to determine if 

clustered vacancies are present during the annealing cycles of the Sb diffusion 

experiment. In the previous sections to this chapter it was shown, using Au labeling, that 

clustered vacancies are present even after high-temperature annealing of MeV implanted 

silicon (1000°C for 10 min). It is therefore likely that for the temperatures and times of 

the Sb diffusion experiments (in chapter 4) that clusters of vacancies are present. In this 

section, clusters of vacancies in the Sb DSL/SOI substrates after the MeV implant and 

high-temperature anneals described in chapter 4 will be identified using Au labeling. 

Based on these observation and the time-averaged enhancements of Sb diffusivity 

enhancements, the energetic properties of the vacancy clusters formed at these different 

temperatures are quantified: the cluster formation and binding energies. 

6.2 Experimental methods 

The same Sb DSL/SOI samples that were used in the Sb diffusion experiments in 

chapter 4 were used as test structures in these experiments. These samples were 

implanted with 2-MeV Si ions to a dose of 1016/cm2 at a temperature of 60°C. This 

slightly elevated temperature assured that the sample remained crystalline during the 

high-dose implant. After implantation samples were annealed at 700° for 7200-s, and at 

800°C for 1500-s in a quartz-tube furnace under flowing Ar (1.5 1pm). One sample was 

annealed at 900°C for 600-s in a RTA under flowing Ar (5 1pm). After annealing, 

samples were implanted with 68-keV Au-ions to a dose of 3*1014/cm2 and thermally 
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treated at 750°C for 3-hrs, to drive-in the Au. After Au introduction all samples were 

analyzed by RBS with a 2-MeV He+ beam. An as-grown sample, which did not receive 

an MeV Si implant, was also implanted with Au and annealed as a control. 

6.3 Experimental observations 

Figure 6.1 shows the RBS Au profile of Sb DSL/SOI substrates implanted with 2-

MeV Si-ion and annealed at 700, 800, and 900°C prior to Au labeling. A large Au label 

peak that extends form the implanted Au peak to the buried SiC>2 layer is observed. Based 

on the discussion in the preceding section, the Au peak observed in Fig.6.1 indicates that 

clusters of vacancies are present after the MeV implant and anneal. All of the implanted 

Au in the control sample remained in the surface peak during the 750°C anneal, i.e., the 

integral of the surface Au peak ~3*1014/cm2. 

Because the above Au labeling experiments used the Sb DSL/SOI substrates, a 

backscattering signal associated with the Sb markers was superimposed with the signal 

associated with trapped Au. However, the profile obtained in the control sample 

demonstrated that less 10 percent of the counts in the Au labeling peak were associated 

with the Sb markers. 

6.4 Discussion 

The above Au labeling data demonstrates that there are clustered vacancies 

present during the 700, 800, and 900°C anneals used in the Sb diffusion experiments of 

chapter 4. In addition, the data demonstrates that the clusters that have formed are very 
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Figure 6.1 Au labeling of DSL/SOI samples implanted with 2-MeV Si to a 
dose of 1016/cm2, annealed at 700°C / 7200-s (2hrs), 800°C / 1500-s (25-
min), or 900°C / 600-s (10-min) prior to Au labeling. 

stable, with very little loss of vacancies between the 700°, 800°, and 900°C anneals. 

The results in chapter 5 and the above results together demonstrate that clusters of 

vacancies are present when very little enhanced Sb diffusion is observed, i.e. when the 

supersaturation of vacancies is small. Therefore of the two models proposed, the stable 

clustered vacancy model is the correct one, Fig.4.5.6b. In light of these results, it is 

possible to quantify energetic properties of the clustered vacancies. For instance consider 

the following. To form a vacancy from the silicon crystal it takes some energy, which is 

the formation energy (Ej), shown in Fig.6.2a. In the figure Watkins value of 2s/= 3.6eV is 

used [Watkins 65]. Once formed, the free vacancy needs additional energy to migrate, 

Em. A value of Em = 0.4eV from Gilmer, et al., is used in the figure [Gilmer 95]. Thus it 

takes a total of 4eV (E/.+ Em.) to make a free mobile vacancy. 
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Figure 6.4 Plot of the average of the time averaged diffusivity 
enhancements of Sb after a 2-MeV Si implant (full data set in Fig.) versus 
the inverse of annealing time.. 

temperature curve and the values of the cluster formation energy and the binding energy 

calculated for each temperature are compiled in Table 6.1.In determining the above 

energies the following values were used: Sf of 1 ks based on Bracht's Zn diffusion studies 

[Bracht 95] (where kg is the Boltzmann constant), a = 1, and Ef of 3.6 eV from Watkins 

EPR and DLTS measurements and Nelson's first principle calculations [Watkins 86, 

Nelson 98]. 

The large error bars in the above supersaturations are due to the difficulties 

associated with measuring the small changes between the Sb diffusion profiles at the 

various temperatures. Also, because equilibrium Sb diffusivities have only been 

measured at high-temperatures [Fahey 89, Fair 81], the values used to calculate the 
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Figure 6.2 Energy level diagram for (a) an isolated vacancy and (b) a 
clustered vacancy. 

where Dv= Doexp[-Em/kT] is the vacancy difiusivity, a is the average atomic spacing, a 

is the capture radius (in units of a), CV is the concentration of free vacancies, and C / is 

the concentration of vacancies trapped in clusters. The Au labeling and the Sb diffusivity 

enhancement experiments show that there is very little change in the concentration of 

vacancies in clusters in these experiments, so the first and second term in equation [6.2] 

can be set equal to each other to determine the free vacancy concentration, Cy. 

Cy = Ns_ 
4na 

exp dk 
kT 

[6.3] 
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IS where Ns is the density of silicon, am. The vacancy supersaturation, Cv/Cv*, i 

determined by dividing equation [6.3] by the equilibrium vacancy concentration, given 

by [Hu 94], 

C*v = Ns exp exp i l l 
kT 

[6.4] 

Using equation [6.3] and [6.4] the vacancy supersaturation is written as, 

1 

c: 
4rax exp 

exp 
~(Eb-Ef) 

kT 
[6.5] 

Equation [6.5] relates the instantaneous vacancy supersaturation produced by clusters to 

the energetics of the clusters, i.e. the binding energy and the formation energy of the 

clusters. 

In the Sb diffusion experiments, the time-averaged enhancement in Sb diffusivity 

was determined. The time-averaged Sb diffiisivity enhancement can be related to the 

instantaneous enhancement by the following expression, 

= - J ; 

t{. ^Sb t 0 
[6.6] 

However, the enhancement in Sb diffusion is basically the enhancement in the vacancy 

concentration [Gossmann 97], 

= 0.99-^-« (measured at 790°C) 
D$b Cy Cy 

[6.7] 
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Figure 6.3 Schematic of three stages of vacancy supersaturation during 
post-implant annealing of MeV implanted silicon. 

The time-averaged enhancement in Sb diffusion is related to the instantaneous 

supersaturation of vacancies by combining [6.6] and [6.7], 

{PA = \\£}Ldt 

D Sb 
t J c 1 o v 

[6.8] 

Based on the observations of Sb enhanced diffusion and the Au labeling of the 

clusters of vacancies, three stages of vacancy supersaturation are identified for the 

implant and annealing conditions in this study, Fig.6.3. The first supersaturation (from 0 

to tj) is during recombination when the burst of vacancies dominate the defect 

distribution: (CV /̂CV*). The second stage of vacancy supersaturation (from tj to k) is due 

to vacancies released from clusters: (C/2)/Cy*). The third stage occurs after the clusters 

have completely evaporated by releasing all the vacancies (for times > tfi and only the 
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equilibrium vacancy concentration is present, which is a supersaturation of 1. These 

stages are represented by the following expression, 

<*>») _ i 
D Sb 

'r C(1) % C(2) r C* 
[6.9] 

It has already been shown that the experiments in this work are in the second time 

stage, that is tj < t < t2. Assuming that the CV's are independent of time [Appendix B], 

equation [6.9] can be solved for this time interval 

(D»> _ i 
D Sb 

>0) - r<2> 
' y V 

c*y c; 

2) 
tx +-~-

1 c 
[6.10] 

Equation [6.10] has the form of a straight line: y = mx + b, where x is (1/t) and the 

offset is the vacancy supersaturation in the presence of the clusters vacancies: b = 

Cj2)/Cv. The average of the six time-averaged enhancements in Sb diffusion obtained 

for each temperature and time series is plotted as a function of {1/t) in Fig.6.4. Using the 

supersaturation due to the clusters, from the offsets to straight line fits of the curves in 

Fig.6.4, and equation [6.10], the cluster energy, and therefore the binding energy of the 

clusters that form at the different temperatures is determined. The offsets for each 

Table 6.1 Energetic properties of clustered vacancies 

Temperature (°C) Cv/Cv Eciuster :(Ef- Eb) [eV] Eb[eV] 

700 840 + 480 0.76 ± 0.06 2.84 

800 9.0 ±21 0.33 ± 0.30 3.27 

900 9.6 ±16 0.35 ±0.31 3.25 
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Figure 6.4 Plot of the average of the time averaged diffusivity 
enhancements of Sb after a 2-MeV Si implant (full data set in Fig.) versus 
the inverse of annealing time.. 

temperature curve and the values of the cluster formation energy and the binding energy 

calculated for each temperature are compiled in Table 6.1.In determining the above 

energies the following values were used: Sfof \kB based on Bracht's Zn diffusion studies 

[Bracht 95] (where kB is the Boltzmann constant), a = 1, and Ef of 3.6 eV from Watkins 

EPR and DLTS measurements and Nelson's first principle calculations [Watkins 86, 

Nelson 98]. 

The large error bars in the above supersaturations are due to the difficulties 

associated with measuring the small changes between the Sb diffusion profiles at the 

various temperatures. Also, because equilibrium Sb diffusivities have only been 

measured at high-temperatures [Fahey 89, Fair 81], the values used to calculate the 
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diffusivity enhancement at 700°C are the least reliable. This is probably the cause of the 

deviation in formation energy determined at 700°C when compared to 800 and 900°. 

6.5 Conclusions 

The Sb diffusion data in chapter 4 shows that the burst of vacancies that form the 

clusters is the same at 700, 800, and 900°C, i.e. the diffusion profiles for the shortest 

times at each temperature are identical. Therefore, the clusters of vacancies that form in 

this burst form at low temperatures, i.e. the formation energy of the clusters is small The 

Au labeling data in Fig.6.1 demonstrates that there is very little loss of vacancies between 

the 700, 800, and 900°C anneals. In addition the Au label data in chapter 5 show that 

clusters of vacancies are present after annealing at very high temperatures (1000°C). 

Therefore these clusters are stable at high temperatures, i.e. the clusters have a large 

binding energy. Correlating the free vacancy supersaturation measured in chapter 4 with 

the presence of vacancies in clusters, the formation energy and the binding energy of the 

clusters of vacancies that form during annealing of 2-MeV Si implanted silicon were 

quantified in this chapter (table 6.1). 

The fact that the binding energy of a vacancy to a cluster is approximately equal 

to the formation energy of an intrinsic vacancy is not surprising when the following is 

considered. In silicon of finite thickness, vacancies are formed by the Schottky, or 

surface, process, in which a bulk silicon lattice atom leaves its lattice site and migrate to 

the surface where it adds to a surface step. The stable clusters of vacancies that form in 

the bulk of silicon after the MeV-Si implant and anneal act as internal surfaces in the 
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bulk. In the presence of these internal surfaces, bulk vacancy formation proceeds in the 

same way as it does in defect-free silicon, except that the interstitials that leave their 

lattice site can trap inside the clustered vacancy complexes as well as at the surface. 

Therefore the vacancy clusters can be viewed as a weak source of vacancies, due to the 

large binding energy, or as a strong sink for interstitials. 



CHAPTER 7 

SUMMARY 

Implantation of silicon with high-energy and high-dose Si ions creates a unique 

net-defect distribution that is characterized by excess interstitials near the projected range 

of the implanted ion and excess vacancies closer to the sample surface. This defect 

distribution is due to the spatial separation created between the large concentration of 

interstitials and vacancies during ion implantation by the forward momentum transferred 

from the implanted ion to the lattice atom. The investigation presented in this dissertation 

focuses on the evolution of the vacancy-supersaturated region created by MeV-Si 

implantation into silicon by correlating free-vacancy supersaturations with the vacancies 

in clusters as a function of post-implant annealing. The experiments involved in this work 

are also unique in that they were designed to isolate the deep interstitial excess created by 

the MeV implant from interacting with the much shallower vacancy excess during post-

implant thermal processing. 

Three stages of defect evolution in the near surface region (~ lum) of MeV-Si-

implanted silicon were identified. The first stage consists of the defect interactions during 

implantation. In chapter 3 the diffusion of Sb and B dopant markers during implantation 

was investigated. The radiation-enhanced diffusion (RED) of these dopants below 400°C 

was revealed for the first time and shown to occur due to the pairing of the 
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dopant atoms with the ion-induced defects during implantation and prior to 

recombination. The onset of RED for the dopants is a function of the migration barrier to 

pair diffusion. For instance, the BI pair must surmount a ~leV barrier to migrate, while 

the SbV pair must surmount a larger barrier of ~1.4eV. Therefore, the onset temperature 

for RED of Sb (~150°C) is higher than that of B (~25°C), where these values were 

determined for 2-MeV Si to a dose of 1016/cm2 and a constant dose rate. Above the 

temperature at which pair diffusion becomes probable, the magnitude of RED is a 

function of the availability of the defects to pair with the dopants, which is a function of 

the substrate temperature due to defect trapping and de-trapping at internal traps and 

clusters. 

The second stage of defect evolution occurs during recombination, or post-

implant annealing. In chapter 4, a large vacancy supersaturation was observed during 

post-implant annealing of MeV Si implanted silicon, while at the same time only a small 

interstitial supersaturation (~1) was observed. The presence of the large vacancy excess 

in this near-surface region is due to the spatial separation created between the interstitial 

and vacancy profiles by the forward momentum transferred from the implanted ions to 

the lattice atoms. The experiments presented in section 4.2 are the first in which an 

enhanced supersaturation of vacancies with relatively no enhancement in the interstitial 

supersaturation was observed as a result of annealing ion implantation-induced defects in 

silicon. A previous investigation reported an equally large supersaturation of both 

interstitials and vacancies in the near-surface region of MeV Si implanted silicon using 

Sb and B DSL. However, with the understanding of RED developed in chapter 3, it is this 
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author's opinion that the observed enhanced B diffiisivity in that experiment was due to 

RED, and thus due to the total defects created by the implanted ion prior to 

recombination and not the net excess defects. 

The magnitude of the vacancy supersaturation was shown to be larger when the 

dopant marker region was isolated from the interstitial excess at the projected range of 

the MeV implant (section 4.1), indicating that the interstitial excess interacts with the 

vacancy excess during annealing. As a result, Sb DSL/SOI substrates were used to 

quantify the vacancy supersaturation in MeV implanted as a function of post-implant 

annealing, where the buried oxide in the SOI substrate isolated the deep interstitials from 

the shallow vacancies (section 4.4). A large burst of Sb diffusion was shown to occur 

during the early stages of post-implant annealing of the MeV-implanted silicon, which 

corresponds to a large burst of vacancies. After the burst the time-averaged enhancement 

of the Sb diffiisivity (vacancy supersaturation) decreased as the inverse of time (1/t). 

Included in chapter 4 was an experiment in which B DSL/SOI substrates were 

used to study the mechanism responsible for the often observed depletion of excess 

interstitials in the near surface region of high-energy, ion-implanted silicon. The buried 

oxide in this experiment was used to isolate the deep interstitials excess of the MeV Si 

implant from the shallow interstitial excess induced by a keV implant. It was shown in 

section 4.3, for the first time that the depletion of excess interstitials in high-energy Si 

implanted silicon is dominated by annihilation with excess vacancies, and is not due to 

self-gettering. 
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The third stage of defect evolution in the near-surface region of MeV-Si-

implanted silicon is the formation of stable clusters of vacancies. In chapter 5, a new 

technique to depth profile the excess vacancy region created by MeV Si implantation into 

silicon was demonstrated. The technique was based on the fact that Au in silicon is 

trapped in the presence of interstitial sinks, such as clustered vacancies. The Au trapped 

by the clustered vacancies was used to label these defects, making them easy to detect by 

RBS. Using the Au labeling technique, the concentration of vacancies in clusters that 

form in the burst of vacancies described in chapter 4 was shown to be stable for 

temperatures below 900°C (10 min) and for time greater than 5 min at 950°C. 

Conventional techniques for profiling open-volume defects, such as PAS or TEM, were 

unable to detect the clusters of vacancies in these experiments, presumably due to their 

small size and/or low density, demonstrating the importance of the Au labeling technique. 

In chapter 6, the free vacancy supersaturation (chapter 4) was correlated to the 

presence of vacancies in clusters (chapter 5 and 6) to calculate energetic properties of the 

clusters of vacancies that form during annealing of 2-MeV Si-implanted silicon. From the 

data it was concluded that the clusters form at low temperatures (<700 °C) and remain 

stable to high temperatures (>700°C). The energy of formation of these clusters was 

determined to be small, ~ 0.3 +/- 0.3 eV, where the cluster formation energy is the 

difference between the formation energy of a free vacancy and the binding energy of a 

vacancy to a cluster. Therefore, the small cluster formation energy indicates that the 

clusters have a large binding energy that is very close to the formation energy of a 

thermally generated vacancy, i.e. Eb ~Ef. 
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A Cluster kinetics 

The following analysis follows the theory developed for {311}-defect (interstitial 

clusters) kinetics [RafFerty 96]. Clusters of vacancies can dissolve by emitting vacancies 

and grow by capturing vacancies. The change in the concentration of vacancies in 

clusters (C/) with time is given by, 

SCTy 

dt 

fdCTy ^ 

dt 

(8Cp 

/growth 
dt 

[Al] 
jEvap 

The growth rate of a cluster is determined by the diffusivity of the defect and the 

capture radius of the cluster. For instance, an isolated cluster can capture a free vacancy if 

it is within one hop of the capture radius, aa, where a is the silicon lattice spacing. 

However, the free vacancy hops randomly and thus can either hop within the capture 

radius of a cluster or away from it. So the probability of the vacancy hopping into the 

capture radius is lA. For a uniform distribution of clusters and free vacancies, the number 

of vacancies captured by the clusters in a time, x, is 

dt 

f 1 \ 

/growth 

\_ 

v 2 , 
j n ( a a f C v C T

v 

r 1 \ l 

v x
 J 

[A2] 

where CV is the free vacancy concentration. The time, x, can be written in terms of the 

diffusivity of the vacancy using the Einstein relation, 
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X = -
(Ofl)2 

6 Dv 6 Dv 

[A3] 

where X, the hop distance, is taken to be the capture radius. Therefore, the growth rate of 

the clustered vacancy, in terms of the diffusivity of the vacancy and the capture radius of 

the cluster, is attained by combining equation [A2] and [A3], 

rdCp 
dt 

= 4itaaCvCv Dv [A4] 
J growth 

where Dy= D0exp[-Ev
m/kT] [Fahey89]. 

The dissolution rate of the clusters is determined by the binding energy of a 

vacancy to the cluster and the vacancy hopping frequency. For instance, the rate at which 

vacancies are released from clusters is the product of the concentration of vacancies in 

clusters and the probability that one vacancy will escape, per time interval, 

fdCTy ^ 

dt 
= CyP [A5] 

JEvap 

The probability, P, that a vacancy escapes is function of the attempt frequency of escape, 

v, (taken to be the frequency of vibration) and the energy barrier to escape. The vacancy 

in a cluster must surmount an energy barrier that is the sum of the binding energy of the 

vacancy to the cluster and the migration energy of the free vacancy to escape. So the 

probability that a vacancy will escape is given by, 

P =v exp exp 
<Eb+Ej 

kT 
=v exp exp '~

Em 
m 

kT 
exp 

kT 
[A6] 

where the entropy of migration comes from the free energy of migration term (G = FI-

TS). Recall that the diffusivity of a vacancy is given by [Hu94] 
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Dv = D0 exp 
~Em 

m 

kT 
• X\ exp m 

k 
exp 

-Em 
m 

kT 
[A7] 

where X is the hop distance, which is taken to be one atomic spacing, a. Combining 

equations [A5], [A6], and [A7], the dissolution rate of a clustered vacancy is written as, 

- E b fdCT
v ^ 

dt 

CT 

= ~ y D v exp 
jEvap 

a kT 
[A8] 

Inserting equations [A4] and [A8] into equation [Al], the change in concentration 

of vacancies in clusters with time, and therefore the equation governing the cluster 

kinetics, is given by, 

dCv 

dt 
= 4naaDvCvCy - Q 

Dv T '-'V 
Sy*-y^y ^ C X p 

•Eh 

kT 
[A 12] 
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B. Constant supersaturation of vacancies 

To solve equation [6.9] it was assumed that the supersaturation during each time 

interval, in Fig.6.3, was constant with time. The basis for this assumption is that while 

clusters are present, equilibrium between the free vacancies and the vacancies in clusters 

is reached. The clusters therefore maintain the vacancy supersaturation at some level 

independent of time. In the time interval ti < t < t2 the time-independent vacancy 

supersaturation is determined by the stable clusters under investigation. The Au labeling 

experiment demonstrates that the concentration of vacancies in clusters is not changing 

appreciably. In the first time interval (t < ti), i.e. the burst period, clusters of different 

sizes and energies are evolving into a final form, which is the cluster that is measured in 

the second interval. An effective cluster size, with an effective average binding energy, is 

assumed in this first time period to solve equation 6.9. 
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